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Introduction 
While Jane Austen’s earlier works, such as Sense and Sensibility (1811) and Pride 
and Prejudice (1813), may have suggested an author preoccupied with matrimony 
and the happily ever after, Mansfield Park (1814) and Persuasion (posth.1817) 
indicate that Austen recognized and acknowledged the existence of serious historical 
and political issues of her time. Edward Said was the first one to draw attention to the 
darker undertones of Austen’s works in 1993, when he provided a “contrapuntal 
reading” (Said, 1994:78) of Mansfield Park in Culture and Imperialism (1994). 
Said’s contrapuntal approach meant taking texts primarily from nineteenth and 
twentieth century British literature that until now had been read without considering 
the colonized subject depicted in the texts, and re-reading them in a way that takes 
into “account both processes, that of imperialism and resistance to it” (Said, 1994:79). 
In effect, this approach drew attention to the suppressed voices of the colonized 
subjects mentioned in many English classics, including Mansfield Park. This 
perspective was a far cry from the stance other critics had taken prior to Said.   
For example, Dorothy Van Ghent (1953) stated that Austen’s “subject 
matter [was] limited” (Van Ghent, 1953:123). Marvin Mudrick (1968) focused on the 
irony presented in all of Austen’s works. Claudia Johnson (1988) in turn, 
concentrated on how female characters were portrayed in Austen’s novels. However, 
Said’s underlying thought was that in novels such as Mansfield Park and Persuasion 
“the world beyond the British Isles” was depicted in a way that “validated” the 
Empire and “devaluate[d] other worlds” (Said, 1994:97). While others saw Austen’s 
novels as lighthearted works concerned with love, fashionable bonnets and petticoats, 
Said pointed to a darker reading of Austen. In fact, Said went as far as to suggest that 
Austen condoned imperialistic practices and cared little for the plight of the ones 
who were affected by it.  
While my analysis of Mansfield Park and Persuasion moves within 
Said’s postcolonial framework, my general approach differs from Said’s somewhat 
critical method. Through my discussion of Mansfield Park and Persuasion I will 
show how Austen was in fact more aware of historical and political facts than she 
may at first appear to be. Others (e.g. Said, 1994; Southam, 2000; White, 2006; 
Harris, 2007; Barchas, 2012) have closely considered the novels and done so in light 
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of biographical research and historical facts. My method seeks to validate that 
approach by systematically picking out the textual excerpts from the novels 
themselves that warrant a closer reading and contribute to the overall re-reading of 
Austen.  
In order to understand the undertones present in Mansfield Park and 
Persuasion, it is important to pay close attention to the historical period during which 
Austen was writing the novels. Throughout an analysis of her novels it is crucial to 
keep in mind that her contemporary readers were familiar with the historical events 
that she mentions outright or covertly alludes to. It is clear from an examination of 
Jane Austen’s letters that she methodically did her research as far as people, titles 
and historical events are concerned (Jane Austen’s letters, ed. Le Faye, 2011).1 I will 
address some details regarding her meticulous research in the two chapters pertaining 
to the novels themselves. Austen was working on Mansfield Park in 1813 and 
finished the novel “by the summer” (Mansfield Park, editorial notes by Kathryn 
Sutherland, 2003: xi).
2
 However, the events that took place during that summer were 
to become the material for her other, posthumously published novel, Persuasion. The 
events brought up in Mansfield Park cover the years prior to 1813-1814.  
Significant historical events that took place or had taken place during 
the time that Austen was writing Mansfield Park and Persuasion were, among others, 
the abolition of the slave trade in 1807, and Napoleon’s rise and fall during the 
tumultuous years of 1813-1815 (James, 1994). These events altered the Royal 
Navy’s assignment, which had a direct impact on Austen’s two brothers, Francis 
William Austen and Charles John Austen. Adding to this, the political tumult 
affected the general atmosphere in England which was reflected in Austen’s novels. 
For example, the abolition of the slave trade in 1807 meant a complete change of 
assignment for the Royal Navy. Instead of furthering the slave trade, the Royal Navy 
now had to prevent further shipping of slaves as well as hinder other nations from 
continuing to engage in the trade as they were not, or did not consider themselves to 
be, bound by the Act of 1807 (BBC, The Royal Navy and the Battle to End Slavery, 
2011).  
                                                 
1 All of Jane Austen’s letters referred to in this thesis are taken from Austen, J. & Le Faye, D. 2011, 
Jane Austen's letters, 4th ed. edn, Oxford University Press, Oxford. 
2 Henceforth Mansfield Park, 2003 abbreviated in quotes as MP. 
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Furthermore, in 1814, Napoleon was initially defeated and exiled to 
Elba (James, 1994). He returned one year later, only to be defeated once more at 
Waterloo in 1815 after which he was “sent in exile to […] St. Helena where, […] he 
brooded on his mistakes” (James, 1994:159-160). Because the Battle of Waterloo 
was fought on land, not at sea, the army was lauded and praised at the expense of the 
navy which translated into the retrenchment and demobilization of the navy (James, 
1994; Barchas, 2012). This influenced the career of Jane Austen’s brothers and 
through that the economy of the Austen family (Barchas, 2012). Hence, it is only 
natural that Austen, being the avid reader and correspondent that she was (Jane 
Austen’s letters, ed. Le Faye, 2011) either incorporated some of these events into her 
novels or indirectly alluded to them.  
By examining Mansfield Park and Persuasion in the light of historical 
events and facts coupled with biographical information regarding Austen’s life, it is 
clear that she was very aware of what was going on in the world. I will focus on 
showing how the events and conversations in the novels portray the understanding 
that Austen evidently had, based on the information available of her life and 
biographical facts. However, while it may be tempting to equate biography with her 
novels, it is important to find out whether the novels in themselves truly refer to 
actual events and issues of Austen’s time. Did Austen refer to the slave trade in 
Mansfield Park simply because she thought it a current topic of conversation at the 
time? Was Austen, as Said puts it, “only vaguely aware of the details of” (Said, 
1994:106) the slave trade, or was she in fact taking a covert stand against it? Were 
the laudatory speeches about the navy in Persuasion only manners belonging to the 
character of Louisa Musgrove and Anne Elliot, or did Austen’s own preference for 
her brothers and the navy illicit such praise? 
With the help of a close consideration of both the contents of the novels 
and recent research coupled with criticism, I will show that Austen did not condone 
imperial and colonial practices. Rather, her approach consisted of an indirect, subtle 
way of drawing attention to a subject that she knew was controversial. I will 
demonstrate that she was not just a lonely spinster writing about unattainable love. 
Instead, she possessed a propensity to pick up on contemporary historical and 
political issues, a knowledge that she then incorporated into her novels. However, 
unlike her earlier works, Mansfield Park and Persuasion were both written and 
“published in maturity” (Mansfield Park, editorial notes by Kathryn Sutherland, 
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2003: xi), which clearly influenced the texts themselves. Although Sense and 
Sensibility and Pride and Prejudice were published only a couple of years before 
Mansfield Park and Persuasion, they were composed by Austen when she was a lot 
younger. Austen wrote Elinor and Marianne (later re-named Sense and Sensibility) 
and First Impressions (later re-named Pride and Prejudice) during the years 1795-
1797 but they were rejected by the publisher Thomas Cadell and were not published 
until 1811 and 1813 respectively (Pride and Prejudice, ed. Pat Rogers, xvii-xix)  
After receiving her first copy of Pride and Prejudice in 1813 from 
London, Jane Austen wrote to her sister Cassandra that she would next “try to write 
of something else; – it shall be a complete change of subject – Ordination” (Jane 
Austen’s letter to Cassandra, Friday 29th of January 1813). Here she was referring to 
Edmund’s ordination in Mansfield Park, as she had already begun working on the 
novel and was asking Cassandra Austen to make “enquiries” as to the particulars of 
the process of ordination (Jane Austen’s letter to Cassandra, Friday 29th of January 
1813, Le Faye, 2011: 420, footnote no.7). In her following letter, part of which is 
depicted below, she indicated that her next novel would need to be more somber in 
nature.  
Upon the whole […] I am quite […] well satisfied enough. The work is rather too 
light & bright & sparkling; – it wants shade; – it wants to be stretched out here & 
there with a long Chapter – […] – an Essay on Writing, a critique on Walter Scott or 
the history of Buonaparté [sic] […].  
 
Jane Austen’s letter to Cassandra, Thursday 4 February 1813  
(Le Faye, 2011:211-212)   
Hence, Austen recognized that Sense and Sensibility and Pride and Prejudice were 
“rather too light & bright & sparkling”. These reflections produced two works, 
Mansfield Park (1814) and Persuasion (1818), novels that were unlike anything she 
had written until then.   
As chapter one will discuss, Mansfield Park grapples with darker topics 
such as inequality, poverty, “paternal rectitude” (Johnson, 1988:96) as well as subtle 
allusions to colonialism and slavery. Gone is the archetypical ‘love conquers all’ 
mentality and a somber, darker mindset is ushered in by Austen. The characteristic 
flow of Austen’s wit and irony is paralleled with a world existing outside the walls of 
a typical English estate owned by a rich baronet. References to Antigua and the West 
Indies emerge at the very beginning of the novel, suggesting a wider horizon and a 
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larger frame of reference. As chapter one will show, the characters in Mansfield Park 
differ greatly from the characters presented in Austen’s earlier works. Because of the 
wider frame of reference that arises from Sir Thomas’s ownership of a plantation in 
Antigua, his behavior towards the rest of the family is reminiscent of that of a 
benevolent slave master. Furthermore, the actions and dialogue that belong to Mrs. 
Norris’s character allude to a power-hungry plantation overseer whose main 
objective during Sir Thomas’s absence from Mansfield Park seems to be the 
gathering of allies. I will also explain how Austen’s characteristic irony is abandoned 
when William, the naval hero of the story is introduced. This conspicuous lack of 
irony, as far as members of the Royal Navy are concerned, also becomes evident 
when considering Persuasion, which will be covered in chapter two. 
Persuasion differs from Mansfield Park in that it does not contain 
outright allusions to slavery. Instead, it concentrates on factors surrounding the 
changing role of the navy during the last ten years of the Napoleonic Wars. 
Uncharacteristic of Austen’s usual style, Persuasion highlights specific dates and 
real historical events from the 19
th
 century that draw attention to contemporary issues 
in Napoleonic and post-Napoleonic England. On the one hand, characters like 
Captain Wentworth and Admiral Croft represent the best possible outcome for a hero 
returning home from the war. On the other hand, characters like Captains Harville 
and Benwick lend an air of verisimilitude to the novel as they depict the more 
realistic situation that mariners were facing upon returning to England in 1814. 
Simultaneously, their plight points towards Austen’s subtle criticism of the treatment 
that members of the navy received post-Waterloo when the victory at the Battle of 
Trafalgar was considered a thing of the past and the British army became central. 
Hence, Mansfield Park and Persuasion depict a different side of Austen, 
one that has perhaps not received so much attention due to her more comedic novels 
of social manners. By thorough consideration of critical, biographical and historical 
works, I will show that these two novels provide a glimpse of a less-recognized and 
therefore all the more admirable side of Austen’s literary genius. 
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1 Mansfield Park – slavery and naval heroism 
1.1 Critical overview of Mansfield Park 
Even though Edward Said is not the first one to point out that themes of colonialism 
and slavery exist in Jane Austen’s Mansfield Park, he is perhaps the most known one 
to have done so.
3
 In Culture and Imperialism (1994) Said focuses on drawing out 
aspects and allusions to slavery and colonialism in the novel. His “contrapuntal” 
(1994:78) reading of Mansfield Park proved it to be more than just a novel written 
during the Romantic era. He proposes a spatial reading as opposed to a temporal one 
because  
we have become so accustomed to thinking of the novels plot and structure as 
constituted mainly by temporality that we have overlooked the function of space, 
geography, and location. 
(101) 
He then expounds on how the entire structure of Mansfield Park is made up of 
separate movements in the space of the novel and how those movements and 
“relocations” can be likened to the movement of principal actors in the transatlantic 
slave trade (Said, 1994:101, 106). Mansfield Park as a location is portrayed as being 
necessarily attached to the other location, namely Sir Thomas’ plantations in Antigua. 
One location cannot function nor have any value without the other and cannot exist 
without the other (Said, 1994).   
Said postulates that the Mansfield estate or “colony” could “be read as 
pointing forward to” (1994:112-113) later literature written some one hundred years 
after the novel was published. He also declares that the existence of the Bertrams 
would have been completely impossible, were it not for the sugar plantations in 
Antigua (1994:112). Adding to this, Said states that Fanny Price and William are 
largely depicted as “indentured servant[s]” or “transported commodit[ies]” 
(1994:106). He accuses Austen of “casually” referring to the empire, of “seem[ing] 
only vaguely aware of the details of these activities”, namely the slave trade, and that 
Austen refers to Antigua and Sir Thomas’ trip there, “only in passing” (1994:106). 
Consequently, he suggests that Austen wanted to suppress the topic of slavery, was 
                                                 
3 Claudia Johnson (1988) discussed the theme of slavery in Mansfield Park from the perspective of 
female characters. Moira Ferguson (1991) also offered a concise overview of the themes of 
colonialism in her essay “Mansfield Park: slavery, colonialism and gender”, some two years prior to 
Said.  
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ashamed of discussing it and treated it lightly. To support his argument he refers to a 
passage in the novel that brings up “a dead silence” (MP, 184) following a question 
that Fanny Price asks of Sir Thomas regarding the slave trade. Said argues that this 
‘silence’ “suggest[s] that one world could not be connected with the other since there 
simply is no common language for both” and that “[i]n time there would no longer be 
a dead silence when slavery was spoken of” (1994:115). However, later on in the 
chapter in which Mansfield Park is discussed, Said does admit that “Mansfield Park 
connects the actualities of British power overseas to the domestic imbroglio within 
the Bertram estate” (Said, 1994:114). This implies Said’s awareness of the existence 
of more than one reading as regards Mansfield Park. 
It is precisely these impeachments that many critics have spoken 
against (e.g. Perry, 1994; Fraiman, 1995, Plasa, 2000, Wiltshire, 2003 and Boulukos 
2006, just to name a few). The near-prophetic ability of Austen to predict what will 
be written a hundred years later has been criticized as being very unlikely (Burns, 
2005; Warraq, 2007). Trevor Lloyd’s research in turn, reveals that the Bertrams must 
have had other sources of income and that the slave trade was not the principal one 
(Lloyd, 1999:50-78). More recent critical works point to Austen being favorable to 
the amelioration of slavery as well as to the abolition (Boulukos, 2006). Also, the 
‘silence’ noted by Said is not as ominous and threatening when put into its context, 
something that I will examine in the section covering the character of Sir Thomas.  
What makes some of Said’s arguments problematic is that he seems to 
equate Mansfield Park, its characters as well as their professed opinions, with its 
author. He argues that Austen “by that very odd combination of casualness and stress, 
[…] reveals herself to be assuming (just as Fanny assumes, in both senses of the 
word) the importance of an empire to the situation at home” (1994:106, Said’s 
italics). Said’s arguments in Culture and Imperialism are also solely based on 
Mansfield Park whereas Austen’s other novels are not analyzed. Most notably, Said 
himself contradicts his own theory by stating that “everything we know about Austen 
is at odds with the cruelty of slavery” (1994:115) suggesting that he expected other 
critics to be at variance with his analysis.   
Nevertheless, this does not mean that all Said’s points are wrong. It 
rather means that his arguments warrant closer inspection. Hence, in order to clarify 
and organize the arguments for and against a postcolonial reading of Austen, it is 
important to acquire textual evidence that supports or overthrows the claims that 
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have been made regarding the novel. Are we reading too much into it or are there 
instances in which the novel is colored by notions of colonialism, slavery and 
abolition? Up until this point, critics have referred to certain themes but have not 
methodically produced the excerpts from the novel that confirm their reading. In this 
chapter I will consider textual evidence from the novel itself. With the help of that 
evidence I will attempt to determine the validity of a postcolonial reading of 
Mansfield Park. I will show that Austen’s narrative style points more towards a 
subtle foregrounding of the themes of colonialism and the slave trade through 
allusion and irony, rather than to the purposeful ignorance of world events. I will also 
show how her love for her brothers prevents her from ironically portraying the navy 
and its role in the suppression of slavery. 
 
1.2 Slavery, plantation ownership and naval heroism in Mansfield Park 
In order to grasp the arguments in this chapter, it is important to find out how the 
themes of slavery, plantation ownership and heroism are presented in Mansfield Park. 
This will clarify the instances in which the themes are present and whether they are 
overtly or covertly portrayed. 
Mansfield Park begins with a direct allusion to slavery and colonialism 
as the novel opens with a reference to Sir Thomas’s property in the West Indies, a 
sugar plantation in Antigua. As Sir Thomas’s family adopts Fanny Price, allusions to 
slavery continue as she is stripped of her rights of equality with the family and 
subjected to harsh treatment and discrimination in her new home. One of the main 
perpetrators of this harsh treatment towards Fanny Price is Mrs. Norris who through 
her actions is presented much like a substitute overseer at Mansfield Park. Her role as 
an overseer of Mansfield Park is established, as Sir Thomas is obliged to leave for 
Antigua in order to assess some trouble that is brewing at the plantation.  
Hence, the central section of the novel depicts the removal of the 
despotic master of the Mansfield estate. Much in the story insinuates that some form 
of rebellious activity or a slave mutiny has taken place at his plantation in Antigua. 
Mrs. Norris, who Sir Thomas leaves in charge, acts as an unruly landlord and slave 
master during his absence. With the master away from Mansfield Park, the peaceful 
atmosphere starts falling apart as the formerly suppressed personalities of Sir 
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Thomas’s ‘subjects’ start to come to light.  During his absence, his children behave 
without restraint and Mrs. Norris allows the household, which heretofore has been 
ruled by Sir Thomas with an iron fist, to descend into utter confusion. Fanny Price, 
although nominally a part of the family is constantly subjected to manual labor 
normally belonging to the servants of the household, further highlighting the theme 
of slavery and inequality.  
The last part of the novel depicts Sir Thomas’s return from Antigua. He 
regains control over his estate and the events that follow confirm his role as a slave 
master, albeit a benevolent one. His return instills fear back into the midst of the 
family and forces them into submission. This shift in power-relations can be said to 
mirror what may have happened during Sir Thomas’s visit to his Antiguan plantation. 
With Mrs. Norris put into place, Sir Thomas is able to concentrate on making some 
amends to Fanny Price by helping to further her brother, William Price’s, navy career. 
William, although depicted as a secondary character, acts as a decisively non-ironic 
representation of a brave navy hero who serves in tasks that ultimately further the 
expansion of empire. Hence, both the events and the characters in Mansfield Park 
covertly or overtly contribute to a postcolonial reading.  
 
1.2.1 Edward Said’s contrapuntal approach and the ‘Mansfield decision’ 
Upon suggesting the contrapuntal reading of Mansfield Park, Said managed to raise 
awareness of the topic of slavery in the story. His approach encourages the reader to 
‘read against the grain’ (Said, 1994:59) and find those instances in the text in which 
Austen, through irony, highlights the political and social issues of her day. Upon 
closer inspection, instead of suppressing the theme of slavery, Mansfield Park subtly 
foregrounds it from the very beginning. Hence, Said’s contrapuntal approach brings 
to light a reading that may otherwise have been ignored. 
For example, the name of the novel has been said to reflect the so 
called ‘Mansfield Decision’ from 1772 (Margaret Kirkham as mentioned in Wiltshire, 
2003), a decision that Austen would have been aware of as Mansfield Park was 
published in 1814. Lord Mansfield questioned the legitimacy of keeping a slave 
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under custody even after the slave had been brought to England.
4
  Austen was a 
zealous reader (Jane Austen’s letters, ed. Le Faye, 2011) and it is possible that 
Austen may have been aware of this legal decision. Nevertheless, as John Wiltshire 
(2003) specifies, Mansfield was a much known character and Austen was acquainted 
with his grandchildren. Hence, she might have chosen the name for the novel due to 
it being familiar, not for the sake of reflecting this particular legal case (Wiltshire, 
2003). However, this instance shows that many details related to Austen’s novels 
may contain information that at first might seem unimportant but reveal greater 
depths when assiduously researched. Therefore, in the following sections I will 
provide textual evidence concerning the ways in which slave trade, colonialism and 
naval heroism are presented in Mansfield Park. 
 
1.3 Sir Thomas – the owner of the plantation 
The most direct link with the theme of slavery in the novel is the omnipresent Sir 
Thomas. Sir Thomas is a baronet whose wealth is made up of proceedings both from 
his large estate in Northampton, namely Mansfield Park, as well as from his sugar 
plantations in Antigua. As critics have noted, Sir Thomas is portrayed as having 
almost a divided personality throughout the novel (Fraiman, 1995; Plasa, 2000). On 
the one hand he appears to be a benevolent helper of the poor, and on the other, a 
cruel, heartless villain. More recently, the focus has shifted towards a more 
ameliorant view, which suggests that Sir Thomas would be more inclined to be kind 
towards his ‘subjects’, both at his plantation in Antigua and at Mansfield Park in 
order to keep them from rebelling. As George Boulukos states, 
                                                 
4
 That the negro had been a slave to Mr. Stewart, in Virginia, had been purchased from the African 
coast, in the course of the slave trade, as tolerated in the plantations; that he had been brought over to 
England by his master, who intending to return, by force sent him on board of Captain Knowles’s 
vessel, lying in the river; and was there by the order of his master, in the custody of Captain Knowles, 
detained against his consent; until returned in obedience to the writ. […]. The question […] is not 
whether slavery is lawful in the colonies, (where a concurrence of unhappy circumstances has caused 
it to be established as necessary; ) but whether in England? Not whether it ever has existed in 
England; but whether it be not now abolished? (Somerset v. Stewart, 1772) 
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[p]roponents of [amelioration] held that slavery and colonialism were morally 
redeemable and potentially even heroic pursuits for men such as Sir Thomas Bertram. 
[…] Amelioration was attractive to plantation owners not only because it imagined 
slaves happily embracing their slavery, but also because it staved off a public 
demand for emancipation.  
(Boulukos 2006:362) 
The notion of ‘benevolence’ and ‘amelioration’ and its connection with 
slavery comes from the belief of being able to make slaves happy with their lot by 
refraining from cruelty towards them and instilling Christian values in them. 
Boulukos covers this topic in detail in The Grateful Slave (2008) in which he 
discusses the different ways in which slave owners attempted to make slaves 
‘happier’ with their lot in life so that they would not mind being captive. Naturally, 
this approach was never successful and led to frequent slave revolts and divisions 
both within and outside the slave ‘community’. As Ruth Perry (1994) mentions, 
Austen also showed an interest in the amelioration of slavery, as she states in her 
letters to her sister Cassandra that she has read works written by politically active 
individuals, persons known to be sympathetic to the abolition and/or religiously 
minded individuals.  
[…] I am reading a Society-Octavo, an Essay on the Military Police & Institutions of 
the British Empire, by Capt. Pasley of the Engineers, a book which I protested 
against at first, but which upon trial I find delightfully written & highly entertaining. 
I am as much in love with the Author as I ever was with Clarkson or Buchanan, or 
even the two Mr. Smiths of the city. The first soldier I ever sighed for; but he does 
write with extraordinary force and spirit.  
(Jane Austen’s Letters, Sunday 24 January 1813, my italics) 
Austen was known for being an avid reader and this was only one 
instant in which she mentioned having read works by other authors (Boulukos, 2006). 
Thomas Clarkson (1808) was opposed to slavery and wrote two historical volumes 
entitled The History of the Rise, Progress, and Accomplishments of the Abolition of 
the African Slave Trade by the British Parliament. Buchanan in turn was, as Perry 
(1994) notes, a missionary who was anxious to spread the word of God among the 
natives and ‘civilize’ them. Captain Pasley’s existence on Austen’s reading list is 
noteworthy, as he was an “advocate of armed imperialism” (Perry, 1994:104). As 
Perry notes, Austen’s being in raptures over all of these authors is significant as it 
shows that while she remained positive towards abolitionist thinking, she did not 
shun from reading material published by someone with a differing viewpoint. As her 
letters predate the publishing of Mansfield Park, it is safe to assert that Austen was 
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familiar with the popular opinions of her day, including the notions of “benevolence” 
and “amelioration”. 
1.3.1 Sir Thomas as “benevolent” slave master 
Sir Thomas can be seen as a benevolent slave master as he wants to nominally 
improve Fanny’s life while keeping her at the same time under his watchful eye. This 
is very similar to what was done when attempting to ameliorate the conditions of the 
slaves on slave-plantations. The purpose was to improve the conditions of the slaves 
so that they would not be longing for the freedom that rightly belonged to them 
(Boulukos, 2006; 2008). Sir Thomas wants to make sure that Fanny receives every 
outward appearance of goodwill so as not to notice the disparity between her and her 
cousins. As Johnson notes, Sir Thomas clearly feels that his ‘subjects’ would not feel 
happy if they were allowed more freedom and that his kindness towards them renders 
them unfit to fend for themselves in the world (Johnson, 1988). He almost seems to 
feel that his leaving for Antigua will function as a kind of test of their gratitude for 
his benevolence. As the ‘real master’ is away, the ‘subjects’ will see how the estate 
fares without the constant attention of his watchful eye. 
The first event which suggests that Sir Thomas is portrayed as a 
benevolent slave master is when the Bertrams are preparing to help out with Mrs. 
Price’s situation. Sir Thomas is depicted as hesitant to take care of a girl whom he 
has not raised himself and recognizes that   
a girl so brought up must be adequately provided for, or there would be cruelty 
instead of kindness in taking her from her family.  
(MP, 7, my italics) 
As opposed to Moira Ferguson’s illustration of Sir Thomas being solely a cruel 
plantation owner (1991), this statement, made by him at the beginning of the novel, 
suggests that he is interested in the welfare of the child. Whatever is included in the 
‘adequate provision’ of Fanny, it is clear from the language used that Sir Thomas 
recognizes that they are ‘taking’ Fanny away from her family, something that could 
be viewed as pointing to an involuntary removal. It is also disclosed that “Sir 
Thomas was fully resolved to be the real and consistent patron of the selected child” 
(MP, 9, my italics). This thought reflects a form of benevolence that aims at assisting 
a person of lower rank. Hence, Sir Thomas recognizes the cruelty in taking Fanny 
Price away from her own family but views it as a necessary action for the benefit of 
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both parties. This thought is further supported as Mrs. Norris tries to quell Sir 
Thomas’s fear of a possible marriage between Fanny and one of her cousins. Mrs. 
Norris assures him that Fanny will easily find a marriage mate thanks to the 
education she will receive at Mansfield Park. This is agreed to by Sir Thomas who 
then goes as far as to suggest that if Fanny was never to marry, she should 
nevertheless be given “the provision of a gentlewoman” (MP, 9). This shows that Sir 
Thomas is, at least at the beginning of the story, ready to provide for Fanny if she 
never marries. This also sheds some light into what the earlier mentioned ‘adequate 
provision’ might entail.  
As the story unfolds, however, other facets of his personality start 
surfacing. Said notes, that Fanny Price and William are largely depicted by Austen to 
be “indentured servant[s]” or “transported commodit[ies]” (Said, 1994:106). This 
thought is in line with how Sir Thomas describes Fanny. He states that 
[w]e shall probably see much to wish altered in her, and must prepare ourselves for 
gross ignorance, some meanness of opinions, and very distressing vulgarity of 
manner; but these are not incurable faults- nor, I trust, can they be dangerous for her 
associates  
(MP, 11, my italics) 
Considering that he is talking about a nine-year-old girl in these terms is egregious 
enough, but the irony of Austen’s choice of language also reveals that Sir Thomas 
seems to view Fanny as a mentally deficient nine-year-old who has not learned to act 
as manners deem fit. The use of the expression, “dangerous for her associates” 
reminds of a type of pathological fear of contagious barbarianism. Sir Thomas also 
wishes to preserve this difference in rank as he laments the “difficulty” of 
differentiating Fanny from her cousins to Mrs. Norris 
There will be some difficulty in our way, Mrs. Norris […] as to the distinction 
proper to be made between the girls as they grow up; how to preserve in the minds of 
my daughters the consciousness of what they are, without making them think too 
lowly of their cousin; and how, without depressing her spirits too far, make her 
remember that she is not a Miss Bertram. […] they cannot be equals.  
(MP, 12, Austen’s italics)  
The ‘otherness’ of Fanny is evident as she is never quite accepted as being equal to 
the ones who brought her up and “nobody at home seem[s] to want her” (MP, 21). 
Hence, she is in a constant state of limbo that is only made worse by how Sir Thomas 
treats her.  
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1.3.2 Sir Thomas as absent landlord 
The notion of absenteeism comes from slave plantation owners being physically 
absent from their plantations while supervising the work via correspondence with 
stewards (Boulukos, 2006; Capitani, 2002). The owners of the plantations were often 
unable to care for their business personally due to the geographical distance and the 
fact that their income was dependent on them being continuously present on their 
estates in England (Lloyd, 1999). Adding to this, many plantation owners were 
unable to tolerate the hot climate e.g. in the West Indies and the strenuous journey 
also posed its own difficulties (Capitani, 2002). As Diane Capitani notes, Austen 
does not give us any details on how Sir Thomas treated his plantation workers, but as 
was often the case, the “resident planters” (Capitani, 2002) were often more cruel 
towards their subjects as they knew that the owner upon arrival would attempt to 
ameliorate the conditions of the workers. This attempt at ameliorating the 
circumstances of the workers was perhaps due to not being used to witnessing such 
harsh conditions in England. 
The event in the novel that depicts Sir Thomas as an absent landlord is 
when he travels to, and returns from, Antigua. Austen informs the reader that he has 
suffered “some recent losses on his West India Estate […]” (MP, 24) and must travel 
there to inspect the damage. As Boulukos mentions, he is most likely traveling to 
Antigua to make sure that the slaves are subservient to their master, even though he 
is absent (2006). He also notes that the mere willingness of Sir Thomas to travel to 
his plantation himself, instead of only writing to his stewards to take care of the 
problem, shows him to be mindful of his subjects (Boulukos, 2006). The trouble is 
not only related to economy. This excerpt subtly indicates a slave rebellion. 
Sir Thomas was still abroad, and without any near prospect of finishing his business. 
Unfavourable circumstances had suddenly arisen at a moment when he was 
beginning to turn all his thoughts towards England, and the very great uncertainty in 
which everything was then involved, determined him on sending home his son, and 
waiting the final arrangement by himself. Tom arrived safely, bringing an excellent 
account of his father's health; but to very little purpose, as far as Mrs. Norris was 
concerned. Sir Thomas's sending away his son, seemed to her so like a parent's care, 
under the influence of a foreboding of evil to himself, that she could not help feeling 
dreadful presentiments […].  
(MP, 36, my italics)  
The “unfavourable circumstances”, “great uncertainty” and “final 
arrangements” lend a dramatic air to the fact of sending Tom home ahead of time. 
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Later, Edmund reiterates this view as he describes his father’s absence as “not only 
long, but including so many dangers” (MP, 101). If the affairs in Antigua had been 
only economical, dangers would hardly have been spoken of. Mrs. Norris 
immediately fears the worst, suggesting the continued absence of Sir Thomas’s 
might be related to a circumstance that involves a feud between the landlords and the 
slaves. In fact, as Lady Bertram indicates in her earlier discussion with Mrs. Norris, 
prior to this, Sir Thomas had managed his affairs in Antigua by corresponding with 
his steward (MP, 29). As Ferguson (1991) and Boulukos (2006) mention, this was 
not at all an unusual way of dealing with one’s plantation abroad. It was customary 
for plantation owners to leave the affairs of the plantation to the care of overseers. 
Owners rarely visited the estate and did so only if the situation was extremely urgent. 
Hence, Sir Thomas’s personally traveling to Antigua indicates a need to set matters 
straight and to make sure that the people he has left in charge do not give rise to any 
further insurrections.  
What points to the theme of an absent landlord even more explicitly are 
the events of the chapters following Sir Thomas’s leaving Mansfield Park. Austen 
layers the discourse between her characters with the subsequent narrative structure. 
Just as the reader is about to forget the existence of the landlord of Mansfield Park, 
Austen brings the subject to the fore again. It is evident that Sir Thomas’s absence 
allows the inhabitants of the house to behave in a way that would not be allowed if 
he was present. Everything that occurs after he leaves has an air of ‘now or never’ to 
it. Excursions, horse riding, impromptu balls, musical evenings and theatricals all fill 
their spare time. After visiting Sotherton, Mr. Rushworth’s estate, a letter from Sir 
Thomas arrives that throws a dark gloom on everyone in the house.  
November was the black month fixed for his return. Sir Thomas wrote of it with as 
much decision as experience and anxiety could authorize. His business was so nearly 
concluded as to justify him in proposing to take his passage in the September packet, 
and he consequently looked forward with the hope of being with his beloved family 
again early in November. 
Maria was more to be pitied than Julia, for to her the father brought a husband [she 
would be forced to marry Mr. Rushworth] […]. It was a gloomy prospect, and all she 
could do was to throw a mist over it […].It would hardly be early in November, 
there were generally delays, a bad passage or something; that favouring something 
which everybody who shuts their eyes while they look, or their understandings while 
they reason, feels the comfort of. It would probably be the middle of November at 
least; the middle of November was three months off. Three months comprised 
thirteen weeks. Much might happen in thirteen weeks.  
(MP, 100, Austen’s italics) 
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This excerpt identifies the feelings felt by most of the household on expecting Sir 
Thomas’s return. Austen’s irony is in full swing here as she portrays Sir Thomas as a 
man anxious to be with his “beloved family again”, a family that in actual fact 
wishes nothing more than his permanent removal. An uneasy atmosphere settles over 
the whole party as they feel that their recent behavior has not been exemplary. 
Instead of calming down, the pace of the activities for the next few days quickens, 
with balls, dinners and visits being brought on, as the youngsters are apprehensive of 
Sir Thomas’s return.  
Anticipating the landlord’s imminent return, the fervor culminates in 
the younger Bertram’s attempting to perform a play, Lovers’ Vows. As Carl Plasa 
(2000) explains, this play is the English counterpart to a rebellion.
5
 While Sir 
Thomas is trying his best to patch the “unfavorable circumstance” that has arisen at 
his plantation in Antigua, the moral backdrop of Mansfield Park is bursting at the 
seams. This is also in line with Said’s view of Sir Thomas’s character as he mentions 
the similarity of Antigua with Mansfield Park. He postulates that Austen depicts Sir 
Thomas as being able to achieve the same type of change of control both in Antigua 
and in Mansfield Park, thus “synchroniz[ing] domestic with international authority” 
(Said, 1994:104). A pattern emerges where the problems in Antigua are reflected in 
the problems at Mansfield Park. Both locations are in disorder and it takes a man like 
Sir Thomas to restore order into both locations. Although Said did not claim that 
Austen foregrounded the theme of slavery in her writing as such, he acknowledges 
that “Austen here synchronizes domestic with international authority” (Said, 
1994:104) which is true. The juxtaposition of Mansfield Park to Antigua is one 
noteworthy aspect of how colonialism is indirectly alluded to in the novel. 
1.3.3 Sir Thomas re-establishes order in Mansfield Park  
Hence, the third indication that Austen gives to the nature of Sir Thomas’s position 
as a landlord of a plantation is when he returns from Antigua to England. It has 
already been established that his absence is welcome and that his children wish 
something would occur that would lead to his demise. Originally, “November was 
the black month fixed for his return” (MP, 100) allowing the youngsters to embark 
on a wild scheme of performing an inappropriate play that would never have been 
                                                 
5 For a detailed discussion see Carl Plasa, 2000:44-50.  
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sanctioned by Sir Thomas. In his absence, and due to being encouraged by the 
‘substitute overseer’, Mrs. Norris, the family members are lulled into a false sense of 
security. To Edmund’s horror, Tom Bertram “instead of being really guided by him 
as to the privacy of the representation, [is] giving an invitation to every family who 
[comes] in his way” (MP, 152). As can be imagined, when Sir Thomas returns from 
Antigua, earlier than expected, the whole group falls into confusion. Julia, with her 
“face all aghast” (MP, 159) is the one to announce his return and iterate all their 
combined horrors. 
To the greater number it was a moment of absolute horror. Sir Thomas in the house! 
All felt the instantaneous conviction. Not a hope of imposition or mistake was 
harboured anywhere. Julia's looks were an evidence of the fact that made it 
indisputable; and after the first starts and exclamations, not a word was spoken for 
half a minute; each with an altered countenance was looking at some other, and 
almost each was feeling it a stroke the most unwelcome, most ill-timed, most 
appalling! […] [E]very […] heart was sinking under some degree of self-
condemnation or undefined alarm, every other heart was suggesting, “What will 
become of us? what is to be done now?” It was a terrible pause; and terrible to every 
ear were the corroborating sounds of opening doors and passing footsteps. […] 
Jealousy and bitterness had been suspended; selfishness was lost in the common 
cause […].  
(MP, 163, my italics) 
Austen’s description of Sir Thomas’s return leaves little room for 
doubt; it suggests the approach of a dangerous, much feared enemy.  This passage 
may also reflect how Sir Thomas had perhaps been received in Antigua. Because the 
circumstances in Antigua were already at such a stage which required his presence, 
his arrival might have come as a surprise to those who were to blame for the 
mismanagement of his affairs. The fact that “selfishness was lost in the common 
cause” seems to portray the family teaming up in order to explain away the error of 
judgment that was displayed by each one. The young Bertrams and Fanny feel the 
effects of his return and the youngsters, excepting Fanny, immediately rush to the 
drawing room to receive their father. The feelings that must be felt by all those 
concerned are portrayed in the way Austen lets the reader in on Fanny’s thoughts. 
Her agitation and alarm exceeded all that was endured by the rest […]. She was 
nearly fainting: all her former habitual dread of her uncle was returning, and with it 
compassion for him and for almost every one of the party on the development before 
him […]. She had found a seat, where in excessive trembling she was enduring all 
these fearful thoughts […]. Fanny was just beginning to collect herself, and to feel 
that if she staid longer behind it might seem disrespectful […] [and] quitted the room 
herself to perform the dreadful duty of appearing before her uncle. 
Too soon did she find herself at the drawing-room door, and after pausing a moment 
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for what she knew would not come, for a courage which the outside of no door had 
ever supplied to her, she turned the lock in desperation […].  
(MP, 164-165, my italics) 
In one short passage Austen skillfully depicts all the stages of fear that 
Fanny is going through. She is morbidly afraid of her uncle and yet manages to feel 
compassion towards him as she knows that the theatrical scheme is something that he 
strongly disapproves of. This incident allows the reader to see that the “unsuspected 
vexation [that is] probably ready to burst on [Sir Thomas]” (MP, 166) will only 
aggravate his wish for control over his domain, as he notices that his presence is vital 
for the continuance of the peace and tranquility of Mansfield Park. Additionally, 
Fanny’s compassion is augmented when she notices that her uncle has “grown 
thinner, and ha[s] the burnt, fagged, worn look of fatigue and a hot climate” (MP, 
166). Sir Thomas’s appearance may depict the strenuous journey he has just 
completed, along with the exertion of trying to settle his affairs in Antigua. His 
“burnt, fagged” countenance might also denote that he had to personally travel 
around his plantations, making sure that everything worked according to his wishes.  
As may be expected of a returning landlord, Sir Thomas is displeased, 
as news of the theatrical scheme comes to light. Their embarking on a scheme of this 
kind shows that his subjects have not followed his example of keeping Mansfield 
Park free from noise and disorder. On the following morning Edmund “gives him a 
fair statement of the whole acting scheme” (MP, 174), and Sir Thomas consents to  
[…] forget how much he had been forgotten himself as soon as he could, after the 
house had been cleared of every object enforcing the remembrance, and restored to 
its proper state. […]. The reproof of an immediate conclusion of everything, the 
sweep of every preparation, would be sufficient.  
(MP, 174, my italics) 
Sir Thomas feels that his influence has weakened during his absence and he is 
anxious to see his household return to its previous status quo. He is once more 
returned to Mansfield Park and he takes immediate action to ensure that no such 
‘revolt’ can ever occur again.  
It was a busy morning with him. […]. He had to reinstate himself in all the wonted 
concerns of his Mansfield life, to see his steward and his bailiff—to examine and 
compute—and, in the intervals of business, to walk into his stables and his gardens, 
and nearest plantations; but active and methodical, he had not only done all this 
before he resumed his seat as master of the house at dinner, he had also set the 
carpenter to work in pulling down what had been so lately put up […].The scene 
painter was gone […] ; and Sir Thomas was in hopes that another day or two would 
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suffice to wipe away every outward memento of what had been, even to the 
destruction of every unbound copy of “Lovers' Vows” in the house, for he was 
burning all that met his eye.  
(MP, 177) 
Although Austen gives no exact accounts of Sir Thomas’s “active and methodical” 
approach in Antigua, the above passage brings to mind how his “business in 
Antigua” (MP, 166) might have been solved. In Antigua, “clear[ing] […] every 
object enforcing the remembrance” (MP, 174) and “wi[ping] away every outward 
memento of what had been” (MP, 177) might have proven more difficult. However, 
Austen informs us that Sir Thomas’s “business in Antigua had latterly been 
prosperously rapid” (MP, 166) which implies that his approach has been as 
successful in Antigua as it later is in Mansfield Park. Sir Thomas’s benevolence has 
by this time completely disappeared. His actions are clearly radical and swift. Mr. 
Yates, who was the one who “brought the infection [of acting] from Ecclesford” (MP, 
171) initially plans to confront Sir Thomas but desists as he realizes that  
there was a something in Sir Thomas, […] which made Mr. Yates think it wiser to 
let him pursue his own way, […]. He had known many disagreeable fathers before, 
[…], but never in the whole course of his life, had he seen one of that class, so 
unintelligibly moral, so infamously tyrannical as Sir Thomas.  
(MP, 178, my italics) 
Mansfield Park is once more toiling under the “moral [and] infamously tyrannical” 
reign of Sir Thomas. Everything that was even remotely reminiscent of the ‘English 
insurrection’ has been, both literally and figuratively, cleared, restored, swept away, 
wiped away or burned (MP, 174, 177).  
Sir Thomas's return made a striking change in the ways of the family, […]. Under 
his government, Mansfield was an altered place. Some members of their society sent 
away, and the spirits of many others saddened, it was all sameness and gloom, 
compared with the past; a sombre [sic] family party rarely enlivened.  
(MP, 182) 
With the dismissal of unwanted people, Sir Thomas looks to reconstruct peace and 
tranquility to Mansfield Park.  
Following these dramatic events the novel’s much debated, in my 
opinion pivotal, discussion between Fanny and Sir Thomas is referred to in an 
exchange between Edmund and Fanny. It is in this instance that the essence of Sir 
Thomas’s power and mastery over the family as a colonial landlord is foregrounded. 
Fanny declares that she “love[s] to hear [her uncle] talk of the West Indies” and goes 
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as far as to say that “[i]t entertains [her] more than many other things have done”. 
Edmund continues the conversation.   
-[…] “You are one of those who are too silent in the evening circle.” 
-“But I do talk to him more than I used. I am sure I do. Did not you hear me ask him 
about the slave trade last night?” 
-“I did—and was in hopes the question would be followed up by others. It would 
have pleased your uncle to be inquired of farther.” 
-“And I longed to do it—but there was such a dead silence! And while my cousins 
were sitting by without speaking a word, or seeming at all interested in the subject, I 
did not like—I thought it would appear as if I wanted to set myself off at their 
expense, by shewing a curiosity and pleasure in his information which he must wish 
his own daughters to feel.” 
(MP, 184, my italics) 
This discussion is the only instance in the entire novel where Austen explicitly uses 
the words ‘slave trade’. Said perceives this silence to be an ominous reminder of 
slavery being an intentionally suppressed subject (Said, 1994:115). In turn, Boulukos 
(2006) mentions that Fanny’s asking her uncle about the slave trade point to her 
being interested in what is being done to improve the conditions of the slaves, rather 
than wishing to point out “her uncle's cruelty in owning slaves” (Boulukos, 
2006:371). 
However, the conversation could be seen as Austen’s way of reflecting 
a typical family conversation regarding the topic of slavery in 19
th
 century England. 
As the exchange plays out shortly after Sir Thomas has reinstated himself in 
Mansfield Park, Austen might be indirectly foregrounding the theme of slavery and 
oppression and may be doing this by using irony to veil it into a ‘tea-time’ 
observation. Adding to this, the fact that Fanny is “entertained” by his stories, while 
her cousins are bored to sobs, might suggest that Austen purposefully wants to paint 
a comic picture for the reader where Fanny enters upon a serious topic of 
conversation, only to be defeated by her cousins’ lack of interest. Whichever reading 
one prefers, the placement of the conversation is in line with my argument that 
Austen wrote nothing unintentionally.  
In this section I have examined how Sir Thomas’s benevolence towards 
Fanny suggests his character to be a slave master in charge of his subjects. Adding to 
this, his movements within the spatiotemporal frame of the novel suggest him to be 
an absent landlord no matter where he is physically portrayed to be. Finally, his 
manner of asserting his authority as a landlord and a slave-owner is subtly 
foregrounded when he re-establishes order to Mansfield Park. The examples that I 
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have provided are by no means the only ones that exist in the novel. There are 
several additional instances in which Sir Thomas’s character can be seen in a 
prudentially “plantocratic” (Ferguson, 1991:118) light. Some of these instances are 
determined through the behavior and dialogue provided by the other characters in the 
novel. 
 
1.4 Mrs. Norris – the plantation overseer 
Another character in Mansfield Park, who embodies the theme of the slave trade and 
the overseeing of plantations, is Mrs. Norris. Both her maiden name, Ms. Ward, and 
the name that she acquires upon marriage, Mrs. Norris, point towards her office in 
Mansfield Park. Although the name Ward may not have been an unusual name at the 
time, Mrs. Norris does hold the office of a ward of her nieces and nephews and the 
word per se denotes the “action of watching or guarding” (OED, 2016). Mrs. 
Norris’s name may also allude to the slave trade as brought forth by John Wiltshire 
(2003) and Moira Ferguson (1991). Austen may have acquired it from the historical 
works written by Thomas Clarkson (1808). John Norris was “a Liverpool delegate in 
support of the Slave Trade” (Clarkson, 1808, chap.  XVII) and his actions are 
condemned by Clarkson in his historical volumes.  
However, as Wiltshire (2003) points out, the name Norris might also 
have its roots in the French word “nourrice”, pointing to nurturing, which would be a 
“piece of wit, not an ideological reference” (Wiltshire, 2003:306) as Mrs. Norris is 
everything but nurturing. It is unlikely that the literary devices used by Austen are 
incidental. Adding to this, Ferguson points out that Mrs. Norris “who is effectively 
Sir Thomas’ overseer” (1991:121) lives in a house called the “White House” (MP, 
25) situated on the property of Mansfield Park, something that Ferguson thinks may 
refer to a house occupied by the ‘whites’ on a plantation. 
1.4.1 Mrs. Norris as ‘substitute overseer’  
As Gabrielle White discusses in her book Jane Austen in the context of Abolition – ‘a 
fling at the slave trade’ (2006), absenteeism (the absence of slave owners from the 
plantations they owned) was not looked upon favorably because of the consequences 
it had for the treatment of slaves. While the owners of the plantations were absent, 
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the overseers put in charge, often mistreated the slaves to an extreme degree. If and 
when the real owners returned, they were often shocked at the conditions that they 
found the slaves in. A rich plantation owner is cited in Lawrence James’s book ‘The 
Rise and Fall of the British Empire’ (1994) as saying 
‘I was shocked at the first appearance of human flesh exposed for sale,’ wrote John 
Pinney, an absentee Nevis planter in 1764. ‘But surely God ordain’d ‘em for the use 
and benefit of us: other his Divine Will would have been manifest by some sign or 
token.  
(James, 1994:22) 
This, however, did not always move them to try to ameliorate those conditions. As 
White (2006) mentions, the distance between the owners of the plantations were so 
vast that it was quite natural for them not to lend much thought to the conditions of 
the slaves as long as the plantation was profitable. Hence, plantation overseers were 
given much freedom to act as they pleased. 
The first instance that cements Mrs. Norris’s character as a ‘substitute 
plantation overseer’ is at the very beginning of the story where Sir Thomas treats her 
as a secondary counselor when discussing Fanny’s future at Mansfield Park. His wife, 
who is depicted as a phlegmatic child, has hardly anything to say in the matter, the 
only thing she cares about is whether the child will “teize [sic] [her] poor Pug” (MP, 
12). Mrs. Norris undertakes the task of arranging everything in connection with 
Fanny’s journey to Mansfield Park. She is instrumental in alleviating any fears Sir 
Thomas has about bringing an additional child into the family and Sir Thomas relies 
on her counsel to a great degree as they review the matter. 
Sir Thomas could not give so instantaneous and unqualified a consent. He debated 
and hesitated;--it was a serious charge; […]. He thought of his own four children--of 
his two sons--of cousins in love, &c.;--but no sooner had he deliberately begun to 
state his objections, than Mrs. Norris interrupted him with a reply to them all 
whether stated or not.  
(MP, 7, my italics) 
If Sir Thomas considered Mrs. Norris to be an unreliable overseer or counselor, she 
would never have been asked for advice nor admitted so frequently into the family 
circle. Mrs. Norris is allowed to interrupt Sir Thomas which clearly suggests that she 
has considerable say in the matters of the household. Austen also gives us a glimpse 
into the personality of Mrs. Norris. She is described as being an ingenious leech. 
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As far as walking, talking, and contriving reached, she was thoroughly benevolent, 
and nobody knew better how to dictate liberality to others; but her love of money 
was equal to her love of directing, and she knew quite as well how to save her own 
as to spend that of her friends.  
(MP, 9-10) 
Mrs. Norris’s love of money drives her to seek opportunities for taking 
over Sir Thomas’s ‘plantation’. She does her utmost to counteract the deficiencies of 
Sir Thomas’s character by substituting for him in tasks that would normally belong 
to him. In order to do this, she goes to great lengths in educating and instructing 
Maria and Julia Bertram. As far as allies in the household are concerned, she makes 
sure that her nieces know to whom they owe their gratitude. When discussing their 
“prodigiously stupid” (MP, 18) cousin, Mrs. Norris confirms their opinion in order to 
bring her own agenda to the fore. 
But all things considered, I do not know whether it is not as well that it should be so, 
for, though you know (owing to me) your papa and mamma are so good as to bring 
her up with you, it is not at all necessary that she should be as accomplished as you 
are;—on the contrary, it is much more desirable that there should be a difference.  
(MP, 19) 
As a power-hungry plantation overseer may do, Mrs. Norris elevates some in the 
Bertram household, mostly Sir Thomas and her nieces, in order to gather a posse. In 
this way, she makes sure that if anything would occur that may bring her actions into 
question, she has someone that she can refer to who shares her view of the matter. 
Mrs. Norris starts this manipulative project very early on in order to prove herself 
indispensable to the Bertrams. This plan bears fruit, as Sir Thomas does not hesitate 
to leave his entire household under the “watchful attention” (MP, 31) of Mrs. Norris. 
She is given this office as Sir Thomas feels that Lady Bertram, although entitled to 
be the head of the house during his absence, is not “quite equal to supply his place 
with them” (MP, 31). This is a perfect example of the irony that Austen uses to 
foreground the power relations in the Bertram household. This understatement 
depicts Lady Bertram as a mentally deficient subject whose rights are supplanted by 
Mrs. Norris’s unpleasant schemes. 
1.4.2 Mrs. Norris’s accession to office 
Hence, the second point which shows that Mrs. Norris acts like an unruly overseer on 
a plantation lacking a landlord is when she takes control of Mansfield Park during Sir 
Thomas’s absence. Plasa (2000) mentions that Mrs. Norris seems to wish that 
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Mansfield manor might one day belong to her. Austen’s irony and wit flows in 
Chapter 4 in which the family receives information about “the travellers' [sic] safe 
arrival at Antigua” (MP, 33).  
The earliest intelligence of […] a favourable voyage, was received; though not 
before Mrs. Norris had been indulging in very dreadful fears, […]; and as she 
depended on being the first person made acquainted with any fatal catastrophe, she 
had already arranged the manner of breaking it to all the others, when Sir Thomas's 
assurances of their both being alive and well made it necessary to lay by her 
agitation and affectionate preparatory speeches for a while.  
(MP, 33, my italics) 
Austen makes sure that the reader sees Mrs. Norris as a person who deliberately 
revels in the reflections of being able to usurp Sir Thomas’s colonial throne and 
make use of the riches that his estate brings to the family. As Plasa (2000) concludes, 
Mrs. Norris’s alternate motives shine through when she is “so terribly haunted by 
these ideas, in the sad solitariness of her cottage, as to be obliged to take daily refuge 
in the dining room of the park” (MP, 37). Although this can be seen as Austen’s 
humorous indication of Mrs. Norris’s greed, her presence suggests that she entertains 
false hopes of being hereafter indispensable, were Sir Thomas never to return to 
Mansfield Park. 
Mrs. Norris’s increasing wish for control over her subjects is also 
portrayed in the way that she tries to keep abreast of the latest developments in 
Antigua. Naturally, Sir Thomas does not correspond with Mrs. Norris but she is 
convinced that some harm must come to Sir Thomas and thinks that "[i]f poor Sir 
Thomas were fated never to return, it would be peculiarly consoling to see their dear 
Maria well married” (MP, 37). Hence, spending an inordinate amount of time with 
the family is vital for her to know when she can take over the reins for good. As the 
preparation of the play begins in earnest, Mrs. Norris  
derive[s] the immediate advantage of fancying herself obliged to leave her own 
house, where she ha[s] been living a month at her own cost, and take up her abode in 
theirs, that every hour might be spent in their service; […].  
(MP, 121) 
While Sir Thomas is busy taking care of his affairs in Antigua, perhaps righting the 
wrongs caused by unruly “lower class ruffians” (Boulukos, 2006:367), Mrs. Norris 
sees that her influence is increasing in the family and decides to make the most of it 
while Sir Thomas is absent. 
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In order to show that she has momentarily succeeded Sir Thomas in a 
position of an overseer, Mrs. Norris does her utmost to badger Fanny into submission. 
She knows that “she has no influence with Tom or [the Miss Bertrams] that could be 
of any use” (MP, 119) so she picks on the one most likely to cave under her 
influence. Even though she knows that Fanny has a weak constitution, she makes her 
walk back and forth between the White House and Mansfield Park and does nothing 
to stop her sister from asking Fanny to cut the roses in the hot afternoon sun. This 
would not have been the case were the real master of Mansfield Park present. 
Edmund questions Mrs. Norris and Lady Bertram regarding the matter.  
(See Appendix – excerpt 1) 
This passage is rife with examples that portray Mrs. Norris as an unruly, 
mismanaging overseer. Even Edmund makes a point of calling it “a very ill-managed 
business” (MP, 69). Fanny is forced into manual labor in the scorching heat and falls 
ill because of it. Even though both Mrs. Norris and Lady Bertram admit that the work 
has been too strenuous for Fanny, they explain it away, one by being aloof and 
unaware, and the other by highlighting her own importance by listing all the things 
that she has had to manage during the day. The hotness of the day is spoken of six 
times in this excerpt, making it impossible to pass by. Fanny has been “stooping in a 
hot sun” for “three quarters of an hour”, even though “she found it hot” while Lady 
Bertram has been sitting in a shady alcove playing with her dog (MP, 68-69). Austen 
ironically portrays Lady Bertram as saying that the “heat was enough to kill 
anybody” (MP, 69) and yet the roses are still viewed as more important than Fanny’s 
health. This passage clearly portrays the hard manual labor slaves were subjected to 
in the plantations and the disregard that the plantation owners showed for their health. 
The involuntariness of the work, the heat of the day and the stooping and running 
back and forth while the owners of the plantations sit idly by is very reminiscent of a 
colonial setting.  
Mrs. Norris also fortifies the notion of her being a substitute overseer 
by taking over Sir Thomas’s tasks of management, allowing the lady of the house to 
stay as idle and dissipated as before. She wants to make herself indispensable during 
Sir Thomas’s absence because, as Plasa (2000) points out, she wants to take over the 
estate. She calls attention to her own supposed importance by making martyr-like 
comments on how she does not “know how it was to have been done better […] 
unless [she] had gone [her]self”, how she  “cannot be in two places at once” and 
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“cannot do everything at once” (MP, 69). This suggests that she views herself as a 
sought-after advisor during the master’s absence. Her requests are not unreasonable 
in her opinion as she has more important tasks to attend to and never spares herself in 
any task that she is obliged to undertake to make sure that all the concerns of the 
household are attended to. By highlighting her own importance she retains the right 
to push Fanny around as much as she sees fit. 
1.4.3 Mrs. Norris is “defrauded of an office” 
The third instance in which Mrs. Norris is shown as an unruly plantation overseer is 
when Sir Thomas’s unprecedented return reveals the mismanaged affairs of 
Mansfield Park. Having been deprived of her title as the substitute landlord and 
principal message-bearer, she feels deceived and angry. Austen also uses irony when 
she presents Mrs. Norris’s reaction to Sir Thomas’s arrival. 
Mrs. Norris was by no means to be compared in happiness to her sister. Not that she 
was incommoded by many fears of Sir Thomas's disapprobation when the present 
state of his house should be known, for her judgment had been so blinded, that 
except by the instinctive caution with which she had whisk’d [sic] away Mr. 
Rushworth's pink satin cloak as her brother-in-law entered, she could hardly be said 
to shew any sign of alarm; but she was vexed by the manner of his return. It had left 
her nothing to do. Instead of being sent for out of the room, and seeing him first, and 
having to spread the happy news through the house, Sir Thomas, […], had sought no 
confidant but the butler, […]. Mrs. Norris felt herself defrauded of an office on 
which she had always depended, whether his arrival or his death were to be the 
thing unfolded; and was now trying to be in a bustle without having anything to 
bustle about, and labouring to be important where nothing was wanted but 
tranquillity [sic] and silence.  
(MP, 167, my italics) 
Mrs. Norris is as terrified as the rest, because the master of the ‘plantation’ has 
arrived to inspect the current state of it and she is caught with her pants down. Not 
only is the entire house in confusion, but even Sir Thomas’s private study has been 
transformed into a theatrical set, all under her supervision. Only at this point, she 
starts to ‘instinctively’ see the wrong in their actions, but it is too late. The fact that 
she shows no sign of fear does not mean that she does not feel it. Injured by not 
being Sir Thomas’s ‘confidante’, she is “defrauded of an office on which she had 
always depended”. Her wish for Sir Thomas’s death has by this time become so 
powerful that it has become a reality in her mind. She has taken over his closest 
concerns, be they economical or something concerning the family. Sir Thomas 
depended on Mrs. Norris’s “watchful attention” (MP, 31) when he left his household 
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under her supervision, but instead of doing her duty she let herself become blinded 
by her own ambitions. 
Mrs. Norris’s reaction to Sir Thomas’s arrival reveals her to be very 
much like a substitute landlord whose methods have now been proven unsuccessful. 
Sir Thomas is visibly angered by her mismanagement and calls it to her attention 
only to be distracted by additional flattery. 
He could not help giving Mrs. Norris a hint of his having hoped, that her advice 
might have been interposed to prevent what her judgment must certainly have 
disapproved. […]; and with greater surprise therefore he must regard her 
acquiescence in their wrong measures, her countenance of their unsafe amusements, 
than that such measures and such amusements should have been suggested. Mrs. 
Norris was a little confounded, and as nearly being silenced as ever she had been in 
her life; […]. Her only resource was to get out of the subject as fast as possible, and 
turn the current of Sir Thomas's ideas into a happier channel.  
(MP, 175, my italics) 
Sir Thomas is not as surprised by his children suggesting the performance of the play 
as he is by Mrs. Norris’s easy acceptance, encouragement and support of the scheme. 
Sir Thomas had left Mansfield Park in Mrs. Norris’s hands and is disappointed as he 
finds that his choice of substitute has turned out wrong. Mrs. Norris was so distracted 
by her new-found power that she forgot to pay heed to what the ‘landlord’ had no 
doubt advised before his departure. Mrs. Norris’s incapability enabled a ‘mutiny’ to 
take place and even Sir Thomas’s study, the sanctuary of the master of the house, 
was allowed to be disturbed. However, she is only “a little confounded” and “as 
nearly being silenced as ever she had been in her life” (MP, 175, my italics) which 
shows that she still feels that her choices have not been altogether faulty.  
Mrs. Norris manages to keep her position as secondary advisor and 
overseer even upon Sir Thomas’s return to Mansfield Park. She distracts Sir Thomas 
by the same devious methods with which she distracted Edmund and Lady Bertram.  
She had a great deal to insinuate in her own praise as to general attention to the 
interest and comfort of his family, much exertion and many sacrifices to glance at in 
the form of hurried walks and sudden removals from her own fireside, and many 
excellent hints of distrust and economy to Lady Bertram and Edmund to detail, 
whereby a most considerable saving had always arisen, and more than one bad 
servant been detected. But her chief strength lay in Sotherton. Her greatest support 
and glory was in having formed the connection with the Rushworths.  
(MP, 175, Austen’s italics) 
Mrs. Norris implies that she has been slaving away during the absence of Sir Thomas. 
Contrary to both Wiltshire (2003) and Lloyd (1999), who cite Mrs. Norris as an 
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unreliable economic manager, she seems to be well-informed of the economic 
activities of Mansfield Park. She informs Sir Thomas of her having detected 
fraudulent activities in more than one instance and thereby proving her vigilance to 
her master. She also accentuates her “hurried walks” and “sudden removals from her 
own fireside” to be at the service of Sir Thomas’s next of kin although the real 
reason for her removal has simply been to spare her own expenses and make her 
meager income go a little further. As a result of this soliloquy that she delivers, “Sir 
Thomas g[ives] up the point, foiled by her evasions, disarmed by her flattery;” (MP, 
177) and continues to allow Mrs. Norris access to Mansfield Park and its plenteous 
dining room.  
Not until the last chapter does Austen let Sir Thomas’s character in on 
how Mrs. Norris has been acting out the role of an unruly overseer.  
Too late he became aware how unfavourable to the character of any young people, 
must be the totally opposite treatment which Maria and Julia had been always 
experiencing at home, where the excessive indulgence and flattery of their aunt had 
been continually contrasted with his own severity. He saw how ill he had judged, in 
expecting to counteract what was wrong in Mrs. Norris, by its reverse in himself, 
clearly saw that he had but increased the evil, by teaching them to repress their 
spirits in his presence, as to make their real disposition unknown to him, and sending 
them for all their indulgences to a person who had been able to attach them only by 
the blindness of her affection, and the excess of her praise.  
(MP, 430, my italics) 
Although Mrs. Norris’s original plan seems to have been driven by a ‘blind 
affection’ towards her nieces, her hunger for power causes her to overstep the 
boundaries set by Sir Thomas. She notices that in his absence, she could take over 
the rule of the estate and thereby manages to turn his household against him. Sir 
Thomas had no doubt been lenient toward his plantation workers prior to inspecting 
the plantation but, realizing that this tactic did not work, decided to travel personally 
to Antigua to oversee matters. Much in the same way the plantation overseers may 
have relied on Sir Thomas’s sympathetic disposition, Mrs. Norris also relies on Sir 
Thomas’s spirit of benevolence, only to be surprised by the realization of it reaching 
only thus far.  
As far as the residents of Mansfield Park are concerned, not all are 
unhappy with Mrs. Norris being in charge, most notably Maria Bertram. However, as 
was often the case during the 19
th
 century, plantation owners like Sir Thomas were 
not aware of and had very little control of things that were taking place at the 
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plantation during their absence (Port Cities Bristol – John Pinney and his Slaves, n.d). 
Even though he may have left ‘his estate’ in the hands of Mrs. Norris with full faith 
in her good judgment, there was no way of him to ensure that his orders were fairly 
executed. Hence, Mrs. Norris is at liberty to favor some at Mansfield Park while 
overworking or ignoring others, most notably Fanny and the house servants.  
Mrs. Norris is the quintessential “poorly educated” plantation overseer 
who has been put in charge over the plantation while the master is absent. Sir 
Thomas only realizes how ‘ill-judged’ his decision was upon his return. By having 
been away from Mansfield Park, he perhaps sees Mrs. Norris’s faults more clearly 
after he has seen some similar mismanagement in Antigua. Towards the end of 
Mansfield Park, Mrs. Norris’s undercover agenda of taking over is fully revealed to 
Sir Thomas 
His opinion of her had been sinking from the day of his return from Antigua; in 
every transaction together from that period, in their daily intercourse, in business, or 
in chat, she had been regularly losing ground in his esteem, and convincing him that 
either time had done her much disservice, or that he had considerably over-rated her 
sense, and wonderfully borne with her manners before. He had felt her as an hourly 
evil, which was so much the worse, as there seemed no chance of its ceasing but with 
life; she seemed a part of himself, that must be borne forever. To be relieved from 
her, therefore, was so great a felicity, that had she not left bitter remembrances 
behind her, there might have been danger of his learning almost to approve the evil 
which produced such a good.   
(MP, 432, my italics) 
At this point, Mrs. Norris’s dealings are portrayed through the solitary reflections of 
Sir Thomas. She slowly disappears into the background and finally leaves Mansfield 
Park like a wounded dog. However, her influence on the household has been great, as 
she seems to have been part of every “transaction” at Mansfield Park. As to Mrs. 
Norris being an unreliable source of information, as Wiltshire pointed out (2003), it 
is quite clear from the above excerpt that Sir Thomas has greatly relied on 
intelligence provided by her a number of times and has often included her in the 
concerns of the household. There is no mention of Lady Bertram being involved in 
such “transactions” and “business”. Furthermore, Sir Thomas does not have the heart 
or the stomach to send Mrs. Norris away himself, a surprising circumstance, 
considering that he is master of the estate. As he sees it, her continued presence at 
Mansfield Park seems to be inevitable. 
As I have analyzed in this section, Mrs. Norris can clearly be seen as a 
substitute overseer of the Mansfield Park plantation. Her influence is great already 
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prior to the master’s leaving for Antigua and she continues to exercise her influence 
during his absence. Much like the slave overseers were in the habit of favoring some 
above others, Mrs. Norris favors some of the family while treating others cruelly. 
She is finally blinded by the power that she has acquired, forgetting her proper place 
on the plantation. As the master returns, she forgets that in his eyes her position was 
never elevated and she was only placed in charge due to her being the only one 
available for such a task. Had there been someone else more suitable for the task, Sir 
Thomas would no doubt have chosen differently. One such person, who may have 
had the makings of becoming something in Sir Thomas’s eyes, is William. 
 
1.5 William – the valiant navy hero 
The third character in Mansfield Park, who manifests the theme of the slave trade, 
albeit indirectly, is William, whose enrolment in the Royal Navy suggest him to be 
part and parcel of British expansionist imperialism. Right at the outset of the story, 
he joins the Royal Navy and his travels take him to locations linked to the slave trade, 
such as the West Indies. Surprisingly, as opposed to the previous two characters that 
are described by Austen in critical and ironic terms, the character of William seems 
to be spared her ironical approach. Instead, every context in which William is 
referred to denotes that Austen seems to have a blind spot when it comes to 
describing a member of the Royal Navy. When it comes to William, Austen chooses 
to take a holiday of her characteristic ironical description of a character that is very 
prevalent both in Mansfield Park as regards the other characters as well as in her 
other novels. I will examine this in more detail in the section covering Persuasion. 
As the excerpts in this section will show, the irony is always directed at 
everyone else but William. As a character he has been somewhat ignored both in 
texts discussing the novel as well as in film adaptations. For example, Moira 
Ferguson (1991), Susan Fraiman (2006) and George Boulukos (2006) make no 
mention of him in connection with this theme, and in Patricia Rozema’s film 
adaptation William is conspicuously absent (Mansfield Park, film, 1999). 
Nonetheless, his bravery and travels run as an undercurrent throughout the novel, 
strongly suggesting that Austen knew that there were things happening ‘meanwhile, 
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elsewhere’ but chose to portray them in a non-ironical way when it came to 
William’s character. 
With regard to William’s connection to imperialism and the slave trade, 
one has to have an understanding of the role the Royal Navy played after the act of 
1807 when the slave trade was officially banned and Britain moved from engaging in 
the trade to trying to prevent the slave trade at all costs (BBC, The Royal Navy and 
the Battle to End Slavery, 2011). Instead of furthering the interests of those 
associated with the slave trade, the task of the navy was to put an end to the trade. 
However, this was not a very straightforward task as the Royal Navy had openly 
engaged in the slave trade prior to 1807. As Huw Lewis-Jones specifies,  
One or two of the more successful naval officers owned plantations in the Americas, 
and it was also not unknown for officers to have personal slaves on board their ships, 
although the practice was officially forbidden by the Admiralty. 
Contradictorily, the Royal Navy had its own enslaved Africans in its dockyards in 
Jamaica and Antigua and as part of its job it escorted slave ships down the African 
coast and fought major battles for control of the valuable 'sugar islands' of the West 
Indies.  
(BBC, The Royal Navy and the Battle to End Slavery, 2011) 
As Mansfield Park is set in the years after the ban on the slave trade (White, 2006,) 
any events mentioned must relate to the era of the Napoleonic Wars, the suppression 
of the slave trade to the extent of preventing other countries such as France and 
Portugal from continuing to make profit, and to the maintaining of the already 
existing plantations in the West Indies (White, 2006; BBC, The Royal Navy and the 
Battle to End Slavery, 2011; The Abolition Project, 2009).  
1.5.1 William’s connection with the slave trade 
The link between William and the overarching theme of the slave trade throughout 
Mansfield Park is manifested through him joining the Royal Navy by which he 
chooses to be part of a profession whose aim is to put an end to the slave trade. Ever 
since the beginning of the story, William is portrayed as a hearty brave lad who is 
ready to serve his country no matter what the cost may be. At the beginning of the 
story, Mrs. Price describes William in her letter to Sir Thomas, as being “a boy of ten 
years old, a fine spirited fellow who long[s] to be out in the world” (MP, 7, my 
italics). He is also the first external character to be spoken of in connection with Sir 
Thomas and his “West Indian property”.  
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Was there any chance of his being hereafter useful to Sir Thomas in the concerns of 
his West Indian property? No situation would be beneath him- or what did Sir 
Thomas think of Woolwich? or how could a boy be sent out to the East?  
(MP, 7, my italics). 
The fact that Austen opens the story with the character of William and 
mentions him in connection with the West Indian property shows that both the 
character and the theme are crucial. The passage does not contain any irony that 
would be directed at William. Mrs. Price is simply contemplating different career 
options for William. Sir Thomas is appealed to as an advisor and a useful and 
benevolent relative. Both the West Indian property and the garrison town of 
Woolwich refer to a career either in the military (the navy) or in trade (either slave 
trade or trade in general). According to the chronology of the book, the letter that 
Mrs. Price sends to Sir Thomas is dated before the year 1807 when the slave trade 
was abolished (White, 2006). Hence, it is likely that any work that William would 
supposedly do on Sir Thomas’s West Indian property, would have been related to 
slavery.  
By saying that “[n]o situation would be beneath him” Mrs. Price shows 
William’s readiness to serve even in a less respected position. Austen’s vocabulary 
may also suggest that being connected to the slave trade is thought of as something 
shameful. It seems very clear that Mrs. Price is aware of the fact that William may be 
offered a “clerical [or] managerial position” (MP, notes by Kathryn Sutherland, 
2003:482) on Sir Thomas’s sugar plantation. Furthermore, The East refers to the East 
India Company, where William may have been offered an administrative, 
“mercantile” or “military” position even though he was very young at this point (MP, 
editorial notes by Kathryn Sutherland, 2003:482) Additionally, as Plasa points out, 
the beginning of Mansfield Park “entails the exclusion of other narrative options” 
(Plasa, 2000:36) such as making William the main protagonist of the story. This 
foregrounding of Sir Thomas’s plantation and William’s future career in the Royal 
Navy does not coincide with Said’s remark of Austen wishing to refer “casually” to 
the empire (Said, 1994:106). Rather, it highlights the theme of the novel and 
establishes a connection between Sir Thomas and William. Although not brought up 
in this context, Portsmouth, where the Price’s reside, also provides a textual 
connection to the navy. As White puts it, Portsmouth serves as “a gateway to the 
outer world” (White, 2006:28) for William. Like Woolwich, Portsmouth is a garrison 
and a royal dockyard (MP, editorial notes by Kathryn Sutherland, 2003:504). Also, 
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Austen was familiar with Portsmouth as both of her brothers were educated at the 
Royal Naval College in Portsmouth (Three Decks - Warships in the Age of Sail, 
2012; Jane Austen’s Letters, 2011).  
Hence, it soon becomes evident that William is destined to aid in the 
preservation of British thalassocracy, which included preventing the further 
smuggling of slaves (The Abolition Project, 2009). William is also mentioned when 
Sir Thomas is told to be “assisting liberally” in providing for the rest of Mrs. Price’s 
children and helping in the “disposal of her sons as they became old enough for a 
determinate pursuit” (MP, 21). This implies that Sir Thomas is ready to support 
William in his naval career. This type of assistance bears a resemblance to how 
Austen’s brothers were assisted by naval officers in their career paths, thus providing 
a biographical link to Austen’s life (Brian Southam, 2005).6  However, this is not the 
only instance in which William’s career resembles the career of Austen’s brothers. 
 
1.5.2 William as a biographical link to Austen’s life 
As a character William provides an early biographical link to Austen’s personal life 
and her special connection to the navy, a link that becomes more evident in 
Persuasion. Jane Austen herself had two brothers in the navy. When Austen was 
only thirteen years old 
[h]er brother Charles was enrolled in the Royal Naval Academy at Portsmouth and 
her brother Francis had just shipped out to England’s other major site of colonialism, 
the East Indies, as a midshipman in His Majesty’s ship Perseverance.  
(Perry, 1994:96) 
Unlike her other novels, Mansfield Park refers to specific details that have a straight 
connection with Austen’s brothers, namely the names of four of her brothers’ ships. 
As Kathryn Sutherland posits in the Penguin edition of Mansfield Park (2003), four 
of Austen’s brothers’ ships and applicable navy stations are recognized in chapter 38. 
Charles John Austen served as midshipman of the Endymion between 1797/04-
1797/12 and as Lieutenant of the same ship from 1799/02/16 to unknown date and 
also from 1803/04 to unknown date. He was captain of the Cleopatra between 
1810/10- 1811/11. Adding to this, Sir Francis William Austen was captain of the 
                                                 
6 For a discussion regarding the assistance Austen’s brothers’ received in their career see Brian 
Southam, 2005, pp. 75-114. 
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HMS Elephant between 1811/07- 1814/05 and captain of the Canopus 1805/02- 
1806/06 (O’Byrne, 1849:26-28; Three Decks - Warships in the Age of Sail, 2012). In 
fact, Jane Austen brings up the inclusion of the ships in a postscript to her letter to 
Francis Austen, dated Tuesday, 6
th
 of July, 1813. 
I have something in hand—which I hope on the credit of P.&P. [Pride and 
Prejudice] will sell well, tho’ not half so entertaining. And by the bye—shall you 
object to my mentioning the Elephant in it, & two or three other of your old 
Ships?—I have done it, but it shall not stay, to make you angry. —They are only just 
mentioned.  
(Jane Austen’s letters, 2011:226, punctuation and underlining by Austen) 
In chapter 38, William enters the house, only to inform Fanny and the others of his 
sudden and hasty departure. He asks his mother where “the Thrush lay[s] at 
Spithead?” and whether it is “[n]ear the Canopus?” (MP, 351, my italics). Later, 
William’s father, Mr. Price, enters the room in which the whole party is assembled 
and breaks out into a recital of the observations that he has made in the harbor that 
morning, peppering his observations with aptly placed oaths (MP, 352). He refers to 
the Elephant, the Endymion and the Cleopatra, ships that either Charles Austen or 
Sir Francis Austen served on. However, as Austen herself acknowledges in her letter 
to Francis Austen, “[t]hey are only just mentioned” (Jane Austen’s letters, 2011:226) 
and no further information is given. (See Appendix – excerpt 2) 
Takin these facts into account, it is hardly surprising that Mansfield 
Park contains references to the navy as this was a subject that Austen was familiar 
with due to her regular association and correspondence with her brothers Francis and 
Charles (Jane Austen’s Letters, 2011). Another ship introduced in the excerpt from 
Mansfield Park is the Thrush, which shows that Austen’s writing also bears historical 
accuracy. The British unrated ship-sloop 'Thrush' did indeed arrive at the dockyards 
at Portsmouth in 1806 and began and completed fitting at the same dockyard in 1808 
(Three Decks - Warships in the Age of Sail, 2012). Although William Spanos (2011) 
accuses Austen of withholding information about William’s servitude in the navy 
during the years 1805-1807, during the height of the Napoleonic wars, it could be 
argued that she equated much of William’s character with that of her own brothers.  
William’s role in personifying the navy and its significance in Austen’s 
life is further shown when his character is contrasted to that of his father’s. Although 
Mr. Price, who gives the details on William’s ships in this excerpt, is otherwise 
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described in rather harsh terms, he can still be seen as a reliable source of 
information when it comes to details about ships and dockyards. 
He […] had no curiosity, and no information beyond his profession; he read only the 
newspaper and the navy-list;7 he talked only of the dockyard, the harbour, Spithead,8 
and the Motherbank; he swore and he drank, he was dirty and gross.  
(MP, 361)  
Austen’s description of Mr. Price is very clear. His entire life circles around the 
newspaper and navy-lists, showing his knowledge to be very comprehensive as the 
navy and anything related to it is concerned, but limited in any other subject. He is 
described as a kind of has-been, a character whose adventurous days are long gone, 
having been supplanted by sedentary pursuits. It is as if he is living his life through 
the pursuits of his son and views William’s success as his own. It is noteworthy that 
the habits of Mr. Price are described in ironical terms, but when William is portrayed 
as living and breathing all things concerned with the navy, irony is completely absent. 
It is as if William’s constantly discussing the navy is acceptable, but in Mr. Price it 
only heightens his caricature-like ‘drunken sailor’ disposition. His character is 
contrasted to that of William who is only moments earlier depicted as entering the 
very room in which Fanny later comes to realize the shortcomings of her father. 
[William], complete in his lieutenant’s uniform, looking and moving all the taller, 
firmer, and more graceful for it, and with the happiest smile over his face, walked up 
directly to Fanny, who, rising from her seat, looked at him for a moment in 
speechless admiration, and then threw her arms round his neck to sob out her 
various emotions of pain and pleasure.  
(MP, 356, my italics) 
The link between Austen’s personal life and William’s character is 
further suggested in the scene described above. By this time, William has been 
promoted lieutenant, an event that brings great satisfaction to Fanny who has been 
his greatest supporter throughout the novel. Fanny’s reaction is described in terms 
suggesting an almost storybook-like rencontre between a hero and a heroine. While 
Fanny’s father, whose rank upon marrying Fanny’s mother was “lieutenant of 
marines” (MP, 5), is described in less than flattering terms, the representation of 
William’s character is not only devoid of irony, but also elevated to heroic 
                                                 
7 The navy list: An official publication, containing a list of officers and other nautical information. 
(Mansfield Park, editorial notes by Kathryn Sutherland, 2003: 504) 
8 Spithead: famous anchorage. (Mansfield Park, editorial notes by Kathryn Sutherland, 2003: 502) 
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proportions. As William enters the room, decked in all the splendor of a uniform, it is 
difficult to ignore the biographical aspects of the scene.  
Although Austen’s letters do not contain any direct conversation 
regarding the promotion of either Francis or Charles Austen, other historical works 
do. That especially Sir Francis William Austen, as opposed to his brother Charles, 
was destined for promotion, is evident in this excerpt from William O’Byrne’s A 
Naval Biographical Dictionary: Comprising the Life and Services of Every Living 
Officer in Her Majesty's Navy, from the Rank of Admiral of the Fleet to that of 
Lieutenant, Inclusive (1849) 
This officer [Sir Francis William Austen] entered the Royal Naval Academy 15 
April, 1786 ; and (having attracted the particular notice of the Lords of the Admiralty 
by the closeness of his application, and been in consequence marked out for early 
promotion) embarked, 23 Dec. 1788, as a Volunteer, on board the 
PERSEVERANCE frigate […].  
(O’Byrne, 1849:27) 
 
It is also possible to read the wishes of the family between the lines of Jane Austen’s 
letters to her sister Cassandra. In a letter to her sister dated 26th of June, 1808, 
Austen mentions having received positive news from her brother, prior to 
Cassandra’s letter. In it, Austen writes that Frank has not, as of yet, received a 
“Prize”. 
[Y]ou will not be surprised, nor perhaps so angry as I should be, to find that Frank’s 
History had reached me before, in a letter from Henry. – We are all happy to hear of 
his health & safety; -- he wants nothing but a good Prize to be a perfect Character.  
 
(Jane Austen’s letters, 2011:138) 
As Jocelyn Harris (2007) points out, prize money was mainly made up of the 
proceeds of war and “had always come from the value of the cargoes” (Harris, 
2007:82). At this point, Frank Austen was still serving as Commanding Officer for 
the Saint Albans and it was not until much later that he was promoted Vice Admiral 
of the Red, in 1838 (O’Byrne, 1849, Three Decks - Warships in the Age of Sail, 
2012). Austen knew that on account of their profession, her brothers had the means 
of moving upward in society through being promoted. This knowledge no doubt 
translates to the sentiments portrayed in connection with Fanny and William’s 
interaction. 
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1.5.3 Austen takes a holiday from irony  
It is very clear that Austen was unable to include irony in passages where William is 
portrayed. The unequivocally heroic personality of William’s character is established 
early on in the novel, in the section describing William and Fanny’s encounter after a 
long separation. Fanny has by now been living at Mansfield Park for some time and 
has not seen her brother since he enrolled in the navy.  
Once, and once only in the course of many years, had she the happiness of being 
with William. […] William determining, soon after her removal, to be a sailor, was 
invited to spend a week with his sister in Northamptonshire, before he went to sea. 
Their eager affection in meeting, […] and moments of serious conference, may be 
imagined; as well as the sanguine views and spirits of the boy even to the last, and 
the misery of the girl when he left her. Luckily the visit happened in the Christmas 
holidays, when she could directly look for comfort to her cousin Edmund; and he 
told her such charming things of what William was to do, and be hereafter, in 
consequence of his profession, as made her gradually admit that the separation might 
have some use.  
(MP, 21, my italics) 
Austen’s description of William having “sanguine views and spirits” suggests that 
William’s character is predominantly “disposed to hopefulness or confidence of 
success” (OED, 2016). There is no trace of irony when Austen describes William’s 
personality. Rather, attention is directed at Fanny and her “misery”. Edmund is 
described as telling her of the “charming things of what William was to do”, 
suggesting that William’s life will hereafter consist of bravery and adventure. 
Nevertheless, when considering the role that the navy played during the 19
th
 century, 
the assignments that were connected to William’s profession could not have been 
solely positive which makes Austen’s lack of irony more noteworthy.  
Furthermore, the way in which William is described by Fanny in his 
absence reveals his character to be a palpable example of a true and tried navy hero. 
The excerpt below describes a very similar setting that Austen found herself in. 
Austen had to contend with corresponding with her brothers, especially with Francis 
Austen, as she was not often able to see them in person (Jane Austen’s letters, 2011). 
Similarly, Fanny also relied on William as a faithful correspondent. This can be seen 
from the example where Mary Crawford comments on the generally non-existent 
correspondence between a sister and a brother.  
-” […] What strange creatures brothers are! You would not write to each other but 
upon the most urgent necessity in the world; and when obliged to take up the pen 
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[…], it is done in the fewest possible words. […]. That is the true manly style; that is 
a complete brother's letter.” 
-”When they are at a distance from all their family,” said Fanny, colouring for 
William's sake,”they can write long letters.” 
-“Miss Price has a brother at sea,” said Edmund, “whose excellence as a 
correspondent makes her think you too severe upon us.” 
-“At sea, has she? In the king's service, of course?” 
Fanny would rather have had Edmund tell the story, but his determined silence 
obliged her to relate her brother's situation: her voice was animated in speaking of 
his profession, and the foreign stations he had been on; but she could not mention 
the number of years that he had been absent without tears in her eyes. Miss 
Crawford civilly wished him an early promotion.  
(MP, 56-57, my italics) 
None of Austen’s irony in this passage is directed at William. Fanny describes 
William in a simple and “animated” way, leaving no room for anything but Miss 
Crawford’s polite wishes regarding William’s promotion. William’s “excellence as a 
correspondent” and Fanny’s tearful rendition of his travels bring to mind a 
romanticized account of a hero’s pursuits at sea which is later discussed in more 
detail by William himself (MP, 218). Fanny is adamant on defending her brother’s 
superior and constant correspondence and manages to silence Mary on the subject.  
The mention of William at pivotal parts of the story keeps the colonial 
theme and themes related to the navy and its tasks ever present. With William in the 
picture, we are provided with first-hand information of what was involved in the 
travels of a “midshipman” (MP, 215).  
William was often called on by his uncle to be the talker. His recitals were amusing 
in themselves to Sir Thomas, but the chief object in seeking them was to understand 
the reciter, to know the young man by his histories; and he listened to his clear, 
simple, spirited details with full satisfaction, seeing in them the proof of good 
principles, professional knowledge, energy, courage, and cheerfulness, everything 
that could deserve or promise well. Young as he was, William had already seen a 
great deal. He had been in the Mediterranean; in the West Indies; in the 
Mediterranean again; had been often taken on shore by the favour of his captain, 
and in the course of seven years had known every variety of danger which sea and 
war together could offer. […]; and though Mrs. Norris could fidget about the room, 
[…], in the midst of her nephew's account of a shipwreck or an engagement, 
everybody else was attentive; and even Lady Bertram could not hear of such horrors 
unmoved, [and] say, “Dear me! how disagreeable! I wonder anybody can ever go to 
sea.” 
 
(MP, 218, my italics) 
Austen intricately mixes Mrs. Norris’s domestic fidgeting and Lady Bertram’s horror 
into William’s stories of foreign adventures and dangers. However, Austen’s irony is 
again directed at everyone else but William. Sir Thomas listens to William’s stories 
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“with full satisfaction” (MP, 218), suggesting an almost self-congratulatory 
demeanor. It is as if he is thanking himself for being the one who made William into 
the man he is today. Furthermore, as opposed to having William tell of his 
adventures himself, Austen chooses to gloss over the details in a rather vague manner. 
It seems like the reader is meant to see William through the adoring eyes of Fanny. 
Austen does not choose this approach because of not being aware of the language 
specific to the profession. Rather, it seems like she does not want to dwell on the 
details of what William’s profession involved. Whether this is due to her inability to 
ironically portray a character that resembles her brothers, or whether the details are 
not central for the storyline, we will never know. But one thing is for certain: Austen 
was aware of the vocabulary associated with the navy as a profession and knew of 
what went on during the trips abroad due to her correspondence with her brothers, 
some of which has been lost but can still be assumed from the remaining letters 
(Perry, 1994; Jane Austen’s letters, 2011). I would argue that it is in connection with 
the navy that Said’s notion of “silence” (1994:115) may come much more into play 
than in the case of slavery. On account of her brothers, Austen may have wanted to 
remain neutral as far as the navy is concerned, but ended up romanticizing the 
profession a little too much. Her love and respect for her brothers silenced her inner 
critic. 
Moreover, William’s travels took him both to the Mediterranean and 
the West Indies, where he “in the course of seven years [encountered] every variety 
of danger which sea and war together could offer” (MP, 218). If Sir Thomas’s travels 
involved “so many dangers” (MP, 101), it is very likely that William also had to 
endure hardships. Gabrielle White (2006) provides an exhaustive account of how 
time should be calculated in Mansfield Park and it is evident that the “dangers” and 
“war” (MP, 218) encompass the time period anywhere between 1806 to 1812 or 
1813. This would include both the Napoleonic Wars as well as the British aiming at 
suppressing the slave trade.  During his travels, William may have taken part in 
operations that involved the preventing of illegal smuggling of slaves. Although the 
particulars of his journeys are not told in the text, it is noteworthy that Austen 
chooses to portray William as an undisputed hero amidst all of the other characters. 
There is no questioning of the rights and wrongs of what William did. Not all of his 
recitals can be pleasant as “even Lady Bertram could not hear of such horrors 
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unmoved” (MP, 218) suggesting that William’s stories may have included stories of 
battles or other “horrors”.  
William’s connection with the theme of colonialism and the expansion 
of the British Empire is further highlighted through the narrator who paints a very 
heroic and noble picture of the tasks performed by the navy. 
[…] Henry Crawford […] longed to have been at sea, and seen and done and 
suffered as much. His heart was warmed, his fancy fired, and he felt the highest 
respect for a lad who, before he was twenty, had gone through such bodily hardships 
and given such proofs of mind. The glory of heroism, of usefulness, of exertion, of 
endurance, made his own habits of selfish indulgence appear in shameful contrast; 
and he wished he had been a William Price, distinguishing himself and working his 
way to fortune and consequence with so much self-respect and happy ardour, instead 
of what he was!  
(MP, 218-219, my italics) 
The mention of William’s “bodily hardships [,] […] proofs of mind”, “heroism, […] 
usefulness, […] exertion [and] endurance” all paint a glorified and unopposed picture 
of the tasks that befell the navy. Henry Crawford is depicted as being utterly jealous 
of all the attention and admiration William is receiving both from Fanny, whose 
heart Henry wants to win over, as well as from Sir Thomas. Even though Austen 
describes Henry’s jealousy to be (ironically) very short-lived, the irony is again 
directed at someone else, not William. William’s character continues to be 
manifested as a man without fault. “William Price, distinguishing himself and 
working his way to fortune” (MP, 219) seems to be a depiction of Austen’s brothers 
who were able to rise in rank due to acquired promotions (Perry, 1994). Austen, 
although critical of the slave trade, seemed to find it hard to criticize the navy in any 
way due to her family background. As Perry posits, 
Austen refers to the slave trade and England's colonial wars in all three of her late 
novels with some significant shifts in attitude and emphasis.  
(Perry, 1994:98) 
While critical of Mrs. Norris and Sir Thomas, Austen is unable to see William as 
anything but a valiant hero whose pursuits at sea are as blameless as is his 
personality and conduct at home. When considering Sir Thomas or Mrs. Norris, 
Austen takes into consideration that a person may appear to be one thing for the 
people at home while being completely different while his or her nearest and dearest 
are no there to put restraint on them. However, in the case of William, it is as if he is 
the same both in England as he is abroad, although his own accounts of his journey 
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do reveal that not only was he “often taken on shore by the favour of his captain” 
(MP, 218) but he also witnessed “horrors” (MP, 218), suggesting that he, like many a 
midshipman of the time, was simply a small piece in the intricate British colonial jig-
saw. 
In this section I have considered how the theme of slavery and 
colonialism is highlighted indirectly through the presence of the navy in the outline 
of William’s character. William is indubitably described in heroic, valiant terms and 
his character and personality is often contrasted to that of other male characters in the 
novel, often bringing shame to the latter. Austen seems unable to separate her 
deference for the navy from the depiction of William, causing a rather palpable 
imbalance between the characters. Through William, the reader is provided with a 
biographical link to Austen’s personal life, which, in turn provides a much larger 
backdrop for the themes discussed in the novel. 
 
1.6 Conclusion to Mansfield Park 
In this chapter I have analyzed how three characters from Jane Austen’s novel 
Mansfield Park illustrate different aspects related to colonialism, the slave trade and 
the role of the Royal Navy in the events surrounding the end of the 18
th
 and the 
beginning of the 19
th
 century. I have shown that Mansfield Park warrants a 
postcolonial reading. Austen’s narrative style and linguistic choices point towards a 
subtle and oblique foregrounding of the themes of colonialism and the slave trade, 
through allusion and irony. With the help of her personal letters and other historical 
works I have shown that Austen’s love for her brothers prevented her from ironically 
portraying the Royal Navy and its role in the suppression of slavery. It is clear that 
Austen, through her avid readership as well as through her regular correspondence 
with her brothers Charles and Francis Austen, was well aware of the developments of 
her time.  
Through the characters in Mansfield Park, Austen was able to illustrate 
the features of people directly or indirectly related to the slave trade. Sir Thomas’s 
character can be seen as a benevolent landlord and a slave master. His personality 
and his actions mirror that of a plantation owner who rules his estate with an iron fist 
while strongly believing that his subjects remain submissive if treated well. It is this 
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belief that makes him different from Mrs. Norris. Mrs. Norris’s character is 
represented as a substitute overseer who momentarily gains control over Sir 
Thomas’s “English plantation” during his absence. She considers that her approach 
of suppressing Fanny Price, while at the same time elevating the others at the 
Mansfield estate, will ensure their allegiance. By doing this, she inadvertently takes 
on the role of an unruly overseer who assumes that she will be rewarded for her 
actions when the master of the house returns. Instead of joining forces with Mrs. 
Norris, Sir Thomas shows his support for William Price by furthering his career. 
William is depicted as an undisputed, valiant hero connected with the Royal Navy 
and the mission of preserving Britain’s supremacy of the seas. Through William we 
get a paramount glimpse of the world outside Mansfield Park and gain insight into 
what may have happened during Sir Thomas’s travels, information that is not given 
in connection with his character.  
The lack of detailed information in Mansfield Park as to the specifics 
of the world outside England and the locations referred to is more than made up for 
in Persuasion. Mansfield Park and the character of William Price may have left 
something to hope for as far as geographical locations and detailed descriptions of 
travels and perils at sea are concerned. However, Persuasion provides a unique 
insight into the adventurous life of the members belonging to the Royal Navy and 
shows a new aspect of Austen’s knowledge that was not brought forth in Mansfield 
Park. 
2 Persuasion and the changing role of the Navy 
2.1 Critical overview of Persuasion 
While Edward Said (1994) recognized and brought attention to a postcolonial 
reading of Mansfield Park, he mentioned Persuasion only in passing. However, it is 
because of his explorations of Mansfield Park that Austen’s other novels are today 
regarded through a postcolonial lens. Persuasion has not generally been viewed as a 
postcolonial novel, but critics have rather focused on the historical and political 
aspects of the novel. As Brian Southam points out both Mansfield Park and 
Persuasion could be called Austen’s “naval novels” (2003:34) but Persuasion 
perhaps more so.  In A revolution almost beyond expression – Jane Austen’s 
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Persuasion (2007) Jocelyn Harris calls Persuasion a patriotic novel as well as a 
historically accurate and politically opinionated novel. She suggests that the 
“uncertain emotional atmosphere of war” (2007:18) is one of the guiding attitudes in 
the novel.  
As opposed to Mansfield Park, the characters in Persuasion may seem 
uncomplicated at face-value but become highly convoluted when placed against the 
backdrop of the political atmosphere of the beginning of the 19
th
 century, as well as 
Austen’s personal life (Perry, 1994; Southam, 2003; White, 2006; Harris, 2007). The 
ease with which Austen refers to principal battles in the history of Great Britain, the 
familiarity of naval terms that abound in the novel, coupled with accurate 
geographical and historical details attached to the fictional characters, point to a well-
informed writer (White, 2006; Harris, 2007). Critics like Said (1994) have often 
pointed to the lack of comprehensive coverage of historical detail in Austen’s novels. 
Said points out that 
[…] just because Austen referred to Antigua in Mansfield Park and to realms visited 
by the British navy in Persuasion without any thought of possible responses by the 
Caribbean or Indian natives resident there is no reason for us to do the same.  
(Said,1994:78)  
He then proceeds to point out the willful ignorance that he felt many authors from 
countries belonging to the European powers, including Austen, showed when 
mentioning colonies and the subsequent political controversy that surrounded them. 
However, Perry (1994), White (2006) and Harris (2007) among others point out that, 
in Austen’s case, much of the omission of minute historical detail may have been 
done as a result of her good knowledge of her readership. What to us may seem like 
historical negligence or indifference might be Austen’s way of simply disregarding 
information that she knew was generally known among her readers (White, 2006; 
Harris, 2007).  
Austen was aware of the political developments of her time due to her 
regular correspondence with her brothers as well as her curious nature that led her to 
read political and historically significant works (Perry, 1994; White, 2006; Harris, 
2007). It is only now, some 200 years later that the reader needs to remind himself of 
the political upheavals that took place during the years 1806-1814. Perhaps, when 
writing Persuasion, Austen relied on her reader’s awareness of political events and 
decided to merely touch upon the subject. Or perhaps she felt other works, including 
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the ones she had read herself, were widespread enough in order for her to be able to 
refer to political events without the need to spell out their implications. Although her 
politics were conservative, she was aware of the cruelties of empire and the political 
implications the expansion of empire had, both internationally and domestically. 
However, I would argue that nothing Austen wrote was unintentional.  
Austen wrote Persuasion during the years 1815-1816 and revised some 
of the chapters as she was lying on her deathbed (Harris, 2007: 36-72; Pride and 
Prejudice, ed. Pat Rogers, Chronology, xvii-xix). This means that the events that she 
refers to as well as their corresponding dates were at this point fresh in both her and 
her readers’ memories. Persuasion is essentially a novel that discusses the state that 
Britain finds itself in the years before and after the end of the Napoleonic wars. 
Years of conflict have come to an end and men are returning home from the 
battlefront, suddenly finding themselves in a world without ‘active service’. As 
Harris (2007) postulates, to analyze the different characters in Persuasion means “to 
map out crucial moments of maritime and imperial history” (2007:74). It is 
noteworthy that very early in the novel, especially the naval characters are given 
intricate backstories and the focus placed on the historical context of their lives in the 
service of the British Navy and Empire is very different from her earlier novels. 
Although a character like William exists in Mansfield Park, he does not receive such 
attention as the naval characters in Persuasion do. 
Furthermore, Said’s contrapuntal reading does also apply in the case of 
Persuasion but not perhaps in its traditional form. While contrapuntal reading would 
warrant an approach where both the representative of the colonial power and the 
colonized is equally considered, in Persuasion it seems that Austen has not spelled 
out the viewpoint of the colonized and did not need to do so, as the opinion of the 
British public was already at the time strongly against slavery and colonization 
(White, 2006). Said postulates that in Persuasion, Austen acknowledged “realms 
visited by the British navy […] without any thought of possible responses by the […] 
natives resident there” (Said, 1994: 78). However, I would rather argue that 
Persuasion focuses on the changing role of the navy as well as on how the end of the 
Napoleonic wars changed the domestic concerns of Britain. If possible, the role of 
the Navy in support of the British Empire is critiqued even less in Persuasion than it 
was in Mansfield Park. All critique falls on members of the aristocracy who are 
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represented as idle wastrels who sit at home and do nothing for the welfare of the 
country.  
Hence, in this chapter I will concentrate on how, in Persuasion, Austen 
focused on the personal and the political. I will examine how she managed to point 
out historical, political and economic facts regarding the fight for the colonies and 
Britain’s rule over the seas, while veiling them in a story of love and loyalty. 
Furthermore, I will consider textual evidence from Persuasion that show how Austen 
may have based the characters in the novel on her brothers and their respective 
careers in the navy. Additionally, I will discuss how the outcome of the Napoleonic 
wars shaped the novel and its characters.  
 
2.2 Historical and political background to Persuasion  
In order to gain a comprehensive overview of Persuasion, it is important to 
understand the historical and political background to the novel. Examining the events 
presented in the novel provides a clearer picture of how Austen convincingly 
portrays Napoleonic and post-Napoleonic England. 
In the beginning of the novel the reader is thrown into the summer of 
1814. Napoleon has been exiled to Elba and the members of the British navy are 
returning to England, unawares of Napoleon’s plans of resuming the war in March of 
1815 (James, 1994; Barchas, 2012). Unlike in her earlier novels, specific dates and 
momentous years are given precedence in Persuasion. Austen seems to have 
purposefully chosen the intermittent peace between Napoleon’s temporary exile and 
his defeat at Waterloo as the time-period for the events of the novel in order to 
underscore the unequal treatment of the navy and the army. From the very beginning, 
Persuasion emphasizes navy accomplishments by drawing the reader’s attention to 
climactic battles like the Battle of Trafalgar that was fought in 1805 and the Battle of 
St Domingo that was fought in 1806. In fact, much of the wealth of the principal 
characters, such as Captain Wentworth and Admiral Croft derives from these battles, 
drawing attention to the economy of warfare. 
Towards the end of the novel, Austen highlights the difficult economic 
situation that was prevalent among men returning from the war. While Captain 
Wentworth and Admiral Croft portray the best possible outcome of someone who 
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returns a hero, Captain Harville introduces the less glamorous side of war. Through 
him the reader sees the inevitable downside of serving one’s country without 
lucrative opportunities for financial advancement. Returning from the war maimed, 
Captain Harville is depicted as living inexpensively in rather cramped conditions. 
Because of the retrenchment and demobilization of the navy, mariners, like Harville, 
find themselves forgotten by their countrymen, living a life that proves to be far less 
glamorous than one would expect of a hero returning home. 
2.3 Praiseworthy heroes – Captain Frederick Wentworth and Admiral 
Croft  
The most straightforward links to the changing role of the navy and the biographical 
aspect of the characters in Persuasion are provided through the characters of Captain 
Frederick Wentworth and Admiral Croft. Both characters are introduced very early 
on in the novel. Captain Wentworth is not only Anne Elliot’s former loved one 
whom she had to give up due to his low position in society, but he is also the heroic 
standard against which all the other characters in the novel are subconsciously 
measured. In turn, Admiral Croft is introduced as a reliable and just father-figure 
whose love for his wife even outshines his courageous pursuits at sea and his loyalty 
to his country. 
From comparing Austen’s brothers’ careers to that of the careers of the 
characters in the novel, it is evident that Austen has taken important aspects of both 
of her brothers’ careers and given them new life in the novel (Perry, 1994; Harris, 
2007). As Harris posits, Austen has “divide[d] the career of Francis Austen, between 
two characters” (2007:76), Admiral Croft and Captain Wentworth. As the excerpts 
from the novel show, in instances where Francis Austen may have fallen short of 
some naval achievements, Jane Austen made either Captain Wentworth or Admiral 
Croft ‘make up’ for his loss. As I pointed out in chapter one, it is clear from the letter 
to her sister Cassandra, dated Sunday, 26
th
 of June, 1808 that the Austen family was 
anxious to see the youngest sons succeed in their respective naval careers (Jane 
Austen’s letters, 2011:138). 
As noted earlier, Frank, or Francis Austen, was at this point serving on 
the St Albans and continued to serve on it until 1810 (O’Byrne, 1849). However, 
even though he partook in many missions in the Atlantic Ocean, he was not as 
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successful in obtaining such “prize money”9 as his fictional representative Captain 
Wentworth was so early on in his career. As Harris (2007) points out, Austen was in 
fact frustrated by the slow progress of her brothers’ careers and saw that the war 
provided a good opportunity for both Francis and Charles to rise through the ranks. 
This was something that Austen clearly wished for her brothers but failed to witness 
as she died long before her brothers’ promotions. It is precisely sentiments of this 
kind and a wish to portray the navy in a praiseworthy light that may have led Austen 
to include characters like Captain Wentworth and Admiral Croft in Persuasion. In 
the following section I will discuss how both characters embody the heroic standard 
of a naval hero and how the battles they take part in highlight contemporary issues 
from the beginning of the 19
th
 century. 
 
2.3.1 Captain Wentworth – aristocracy versus meritocracy 
Captain Wentworth’s link with Sir Francis William Austen is demonstrated through 
the similarity of their respective naval careers and their ability to climb up the social 
ladder by excelling in their career. Both also took part in the Battle of St Domingo, in 
1806. Early on in the novel, we are introduced to the career-path of Captain 
Wentworth. Prior to this excerpt, the Elliots have been discussing the new tenants of 
Kellynch Hall, Admiral Croft and his wife, who are established to have a connection 
with a “Mr Wentworth, the curate of Monkford” (P,18) who is Captain Wentworth’s 
brother.  
He was not Mr Wentworth, the former curate of Monkford, […], but a Captain 
Frederick Wentworth, his brother, who being made commander in consequence of 
the action off St Domingo, and not immediately employed, had come into 
Somersetshire, in the summer of 1806; and having no parent living, found a home for 
half a year at Monkford.  
(Persuasion,2007:20, my italics)10 
It is now “the summer of 1814” (P, 7) and some eight years has passed since Anne 
Elliot refused Captain Wentworth’s hand in marriage due to economic obstacles. In 
1806, Captain Wentworth is only “a young man, who ha[s] nothing but himself to 
recommend him” (P, 20), although he did take part in the Battle of St Domingo. 
                                                 
9 Prize money: Money realized by the sale of a captured ship or its cargo, and distributed among the 
captors. (OED, 2016) 
10 Henceforth Persuasion, 2007 abbreviated in quotes as P. 
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However, Anne Elliot’s family and friends vehemently oppose the match. This is 
different from what happened to Francis Austen. According to O’Byrne’s Naval 
Biographical Dictionary (1849), Francis Austen was serving under Sir Thomas Louis, 
and  
[o]n subsequently accompanying the same officer into the CANOPUS 80, […] 
shared in Lord Nelson's celebrated pursuit of the combined squadrons to the West 
Indies, and, for the part he eventually bore in the action off St. Domingo, was 
presented with a gold medal, the thanks, in common with others, of both Houses of 
Parliament, and a vase, worth 100£, from the Patriotic Society at Lloyd's. (O’Byrne, 
1849:28) 
After returning from the Battle of St Domingo, where he served as captain of the 
Canopus, Francis Austen had made enough money to marry his fiancée Mary Gibson 
(Perry, 1994; Harris, 2007). However, in Persuasion, Captain Wentworth is not yet 
able to claim Anne Elliot’s hand in marriage as he “had no fortune” (P, 20). However, 
it is not only the economic aspect which causes Sir Walter Elliot to oppose the match. 
He objects to Captain Wentworth’s footing in society. Before introducing Captain 
Wentworth, Sir Walter Elliot openly shows his disdain for the navy by objecting to 
their generally coarse and weather-beaten demeanor and concludes that the navy is 
“offensive” (P, 14) to him as it “bring[s] persons of obscure birth into undue 
distinction, and rais[es] men to honours which their fathers and grandfathers never 
dreamt of” (P,15). In short “[h]e thought it a very degrading alliance” (P, 20). By 
including such extravagant reprimands by a member of the aristocratic family line, 
Austen shows her awareness of the general opinion of the navy that existed among 
that class. However much they had achieved in the war, upon their return they were 
still viewed as nouveau-riche social climbers, especially since the British government 
was forced to retrench after the end of the war and many members of the navy were 
reduced to half pay (James, 1994).  
The similarities between the careers of Francis Austen and Captain 
Wentworth continue as both were obliged to look for employment elsewhere after 
the Battle of St Domingo. In the summer of 1806, after the battle, Francis Austen 
went “on half pay” and “obtain[ed] an appointment […] to the ST ALBANS” 
(O’Byrne, 1849:28) whereas Captain Wentworth, who was “not immediately 
employed” (P, 20) felt “confident that he should soon be rich” (P, 21). But what was 
enough for Francis Austen to be able to marry Mary Gibson in 1806 did not suffice 
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for the hero of Persuasion. Wentworth’s character is described in appropriately 
heroic terms. 
[F]ull of life and ardour, he knew that he should soon have a ship, and soon be on a 
station that would lead to everything he wanted. He had always been lucky; he knew 
he should be so still. Such confidence, powerful in its own warmth, and bewitching 
in the wit which often expressed it, must have been enough for Anne; but Lady 
Russell saw it very differently. His sanguine temper, and fearlessness of mind, 
operated very differently on her. She saw in it but an aggravation of the evil. It only 
added a dangerous character to himself. He was brilliant, he was headstrong. Lady 
Russell had little taste for wit, and of anything approaching to imprudence a horror. 
She deprecated the connexion in every light.  
(P, 20-21, my italics) 
Austen’s description of Wentworth is not unlike her description of William Price in 
Mansfield Park. The terminology is heroic and the reasoning is extremely biased in 
favor of the Captain. The fact that Lady Russel, a close family friend, together with 
Anne Elliot’s father, opposes the match due to the uncertainty of Wentworth’s 
finances is reminiscent of Francis Austen, who had been engaged to Mary Gibson 
already in 1804 but had not been able to marry her until 1806 due to the same 
circumstances that Wentworth finds himself in (Southam, 2003:37). It seems as if for 
Austen, “a young man, who ha[s] nothing but himself to recommend him” (P, 20) 
should be enough for any family to contend with as long as he belongs to the navy. 
The theme of meritocracy versus aristocracy is established very early 
on in the novel. Sir Walter Elliot’s disdain for the name Wentworth is not without 
deeper meaning. In fact, all the names that Austen gave to the characters in the novel 
had counterparts in 19
th
-century England. This comes to light as Austen assigns Sir 
Walter the honor of committing a severe social faux pas when he says 
 “Wentworth? Oh! ay,--Mr Wentworth, the curate of Monkford. You misled 
me by the term gentleman. I thought you were speaking of some man of 
property: Mr Wentworth was nobody, I remember; quite unconnected; 
nothing to do with the Strafford family. One wonders how the names of many 
of our nobility become so common.”  
(P, 18-19, Austen’s italics) 
 
As Janine Barchas (2012) postulates, any contemporary reader of Austen’s would 
immediately have noticed the ridiculousness of Sir Walter’s comment as the name 
Wentworth was connected with the nobility. In fact, Austen chose the names of all 
the characters in Persuasion based on two authentic classes in society: the “landed 
aristocracy” and the “sailor class” (Barchas, 2012:206). However, instead of equating 
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the characters with their real-life counterparts, Austen chose to replace or exchange 
one with the other. Austen, who had been interested in the English aristocracy from a 
very early age, chose to give the hero the name Frederick Wentworth, who in real life 
was actually the “Earl of Strafford” (Barchas, 2012:28). Therefore, Sir Walter’s 
comment of Wentworth’s being “quite unconnected […] with the Strafford family” 
(P, 19) only highlighted his stupidity.  
Austen clearly wanted to juxtapose the two classes in Persuasion. 
Hence, the sailor class is given names of 19
th
-century landed aristocracy, and the 
landed aristocracy is given names of the sailor class. While Captain Wentworth and 
Admiral Croft carry names that Austen’s readers would have associated with the 
aristocracy, the names Elliot and “the Dowager Viscountess Dalrymple, and her 
daughter, the Honourable Miss Carteret” (P, 114) bear names that belonged to some 
of the great heroes of the British Navy (Barchas, 2012:206). By placing this 
distinction between classes at the very beginning of the novel, Austen knew that the 
contemporary reader would make the connection between the characters, their 
professions and their real life counterparts. Moreover, as Harris (2007) posits, by 
exchanging the names, Austen manages to set up a comparison between active 
service and inherited title and wealth. This was something very close to her heart as 
her brother’s at this point had not yet acquired any wealth or consequence in their 
profession. It was only much later, after Jane Austen’s death that Francis Austen was 
appointed Admiral and Charles Austen was appointed rear-Admiral (Barchas, 
2012:217).  
It is impossible to ignore the political aspects related to Austen’s portrayal of 
the English aristocracy as a group of people who do not show due respect to the 
members of the navy and their subsequent victories in the battle against France. 
Adding to this, Austen’s insistence on specifying dates, battles and events, coupled 
with details about fortunes and titles, acquired or missed, in consequence of these 
occurrences suggest that she wanted to draw the reader’s attention to the conundrum 
that is men returning from war (White, 2006; Harris, 2007). More importantly 
however, by referring to particular battles, Austen was also indirectly drawing 
attention to larger issues related to the Empire and its task in policing the seas. 
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2.3.2 Admiral Croft and the Battle of Trafalgar  
Before introducing Captain Wentworth, Austen introduces Admiral Croft, a character 
who likewise embodies heroic traits that can be directly linked to Francis Austen. 
Admiral Croft will be residing at Kellynch Hall as Sir Walter Elliot’s tenant. Instead 
of being grateful to his friend Mr. Shepherd for finding him a suitable tenant, Sir 
Elliot clearly shows his dislike of Admiral Croft. 
“And who is Admiral Croft?” was Sir Walter's cold suspicious inquiry.  
Mr Shepherd answered for his being of a gentleman’s family, […]; and Anne, […], 
added--  
“He is Rear Admiral of the White.11 He was in the Trafalgar action, and has been in 
the East Indies since; he has been stationed there, I believe, several years.” 
“Then I take it for granted,” observed Sir Walter, “that his face is about as orange as 
the cuffs and capes of my livery.”  
(P, 16) 
In connection with Admiral Croft’s introduction, Austen refers to both his service in 
the East Indies as well as the historically decisive Battle of Trafalgar where Lord 
Admiral Nelson met his demise. Sir Francis William Austen had a special connection 
with the Battle of Trafalgar. In 1805, Francis Austen was serving on the Canopus, a 
ship that Nelson called “his right hand” (Southam, 2005:97; O’Byrne, 1849). To both 
Jane and Francis Austen’s great disappointment, Francis missed the Battle of 
Trafalgar as Nelson sent the Canopus “to Gibraltar for resupplying” (Harris, 
2007:77). Missing one of the greatest battles in maritime history meant that Francis 
lost all share in the prizes and failed to benefit economically from the battle (Harris, 
2007). Hence, it seems that Austen decided to make up for Francis’s loss by allowing 
Admiral Croft a share in the battle (White, 2006; Harris, 2007).  
The mere mention of Trafalgar would no doubt have brought to mind 
the reason why Britain and France were engaging in warfare at that particular 
location. As James (1994) postulates, “France’s overseas trade was choked [after 
Trafalgar] and Britain was free to continue engorging itself on her enemies’ 
colonies” (157). Any contemporary reader of Austen would have been able to 
identify with these events and their implications. Therefore, considering that Francis 
Austen’s career was placed at such close proximity to crucial historical events, it is 
                                                 
11 Anne Elliot mentions that Admiral Croft is “Rear Admiral of the White”, referring to his rank in the 
navy. This means that the Admiral had retired and stopped his promotion path at the 9th level of 
seniority, being Rear-Admiral of the White squadron (For a full account of the naval promotion path, 
see Historic Naval Fiction, 2008-2016; Persuasion, 2000:209 Notes). 
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unlikely that Jane Austen had no concept of the ramifications of those events. 
However, unlike in Mansfield Park, where her covert criticism of the Empire borders 
on the overt, in Persuasion she simply refers to the battles without expanding on 
their connotations. Any antipathy that may or may not be connected to these events is 
missing from the text. While Perry (1994), White (2006) and Harris (2007) all argue 
that Austen shared her brother’s abolitionist views and his dislike of the chase for the 
colonies (Perry, 1994: 98; Harris, 2007:80), it seems as if, at least when discussing 
the battle of Trafalgar, this sentiment has not been given precedence.  
However, just because Persuasion as a novel focuses on the ones who 
take part in the war, rather than overtly examining the reasons behind it, does not 
mean that Austen was not aware of those reasons. As I pointed out in the previous 
chapter, Austen was “in love” with the famous abolitionist works of Clarkson (Jane 
Austen’s Letters, Sunday 24 January 1813) but read also the works of Captain Pasley 
who was an “advocate of armed imperialism” (Perry, 1994:104). Is it possible that 
Austen simply touched upon the battles that she had first-hand information of 
through her correspondence with her brothers and decided to leave the polemics to 
someone else? Or did she purposefully mention battles that had to do with Britain’s 
fight for the colonies in order to draw the attention of the public to the dilemma? As 
there are very few records left, we cannot know for certain the answer to these 
questions. But in light of what I have discussed it is probable that Austen was very 
much influenced by the abolitionist atmosphere of the 19
th
 century as well as by her 
brothers’ views on slavery and the role of the Royal Navy. 
Unlike Mansfield Park, Persuasion contains very few instances where 
the text itself would reveal Austen’s viewpoint as to the underlying issues connected 
with the events that she refers to. However, both Perry (1994) and Harris (2007) 
draw attention to the fact that Admiral Croft, like Sir Francis William Austen, was 
sent to the East Indies after the Battle of Trafalgar. This partially coincides with 
Francis Austen’s career. While Admiral Croft in Persuasion stayed in the East Indies, 
and possibly acquired the tawny skin color that Sir Walter Elliot refers to as being 
“about as orange as the cuffs and capes of my livery” (P, 16), Sir Francis Austen was 
gearing up for the Battle of St Domingo. 
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2.3.3 Captain Wentworth and the Battle of St Domingo 
 
The Battle of St Domingo,
12
 a battle that took place in the Caribbean in 1806 and had 
strong connections with slavery, is introduced by the narrator when Captain 
Wentworth’s background is being established. However, the battle of St Domingo 
was more than just a battle against France. It was a struggle for the colony of Saint 
Domingue, on the other side of the island that belonged to France. At this point, 
Austen decides to transfer the rest of Francis’s career to Captain Wentworth. Again, 
Austen chooses not to discuss the actual Battle of St Domingo in any detail. She 
notes that Captain Wentworth earns the rank of commander in the battle (P, 20) but 
unlike his real-life counterpart, Sir Francis William Austen, he is not rich enough to 
marry the daughter of Sir Walter Elliot. However, at the time of writing Persuasion, 
only nine years had passed since the battle had taken place, meaning that it was still 
fresh in the memories of Austen’s readers. As Susan Morgan (1996) indicates, even 
mentioning this particular battle meant calling to mind the successful slave revolts 
against the French that had taken place on the island of St Domingo, the continued 
presence of the French squadrons as well as the archetypical role of an ‘international 
police force’, a moniker that the public had given to the Royal Navy. After the 
abolition of the slave trade, the role of the Royal Navy changed overnight from 
adversary to ally. Adding to this, the battle of St Domingo was seen as the first step 
towards the changing role of the navy (Morgan, 1996).  
Although this battle was linked to the struggle for freedom in the 
colonies, in this instance, it serves the purpose of explaining where Captain 
Wentworth acquired his wealth so as to be bold enough to even think of asking the 
daughter of a baronet to marry him. Unlike she did in Mansfield Park, Austen does 
not here elaborate on the battle, give further information as to its particulars and 
neither does she discuss the rights and wrongs involved. Nevertheless, she does go 
into the particulars of Captain Wentworth’s journeys later on in chapter eight where 
the Captain recounts his service on the Asp, a sloop that he commanded. It is 
noteworthy that Austen, as opposed to using the names of real ships, like she did 
when writing Mansfield Park, chooses to use invented names of ships or names of 
                                                 
12 “[K]nown on its west side as French Saint Domingue and on its east side as San Domingo, now 
Haiti and the Dominican Republic. One of the largest islands in the West Indies, Saint Domingue was 
generally also considered the richest” (Morgan, 1996:91). 
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decommissioned ships in Persuasion (Three Decks - Warships in the Age of Sail, 
2012).
13
 However, as regards the specific description of naval events that seemed to 
be wanting in Mansfield Park, they are more than made up for with the details 
presented in Persuasion.  
2.3.4 Captain Wentworth’s adventures on the Asp and the Laconia 
 
In chapter eight we get a much more comprehensive account of a naval officer’s 
‘perilous journey’ than what was presented in Mansfield Park. Not only is the 
journey itself explained, but Captain Wentworth also demonstrates the different 
details of his ship as well as the feelings he had while commanding her. The Miss 
Musgroves are going through the navy list in order to find the sloop that Captain 
Wentworth commanded, only to find that she is not mentioned as she has been 
“broken up”.14 
“Your first was the Asp, I remember; we will look for the Asp.”  
“You will not find her there. Quite worn out and broken up. I was the last man who 
commanded her. Hardly fit for service then. Reported fit for home service for a year 
or two, and so I was sent off to the West Indies.”  
The girls looked all amazement.  
“The Admiralty,” he continued, “entertain themselves now and then, with sending a 
few hundred men to sea, in a ship not fit to be employed. But they have a great many 
to provide for; and among the thousands that may just as well go to the bottom as 
not, it is impossible for them to distinguish the very set who may be least missed.”  
“Phoo! phoo!” cried the Admiral, “what stuff these young fellows talk! Never was a 
better sloop than the Asp in her day. For an old built sloop,15 you would not see her 
equal.  
(P, 49, my italics) 
The Asp is the ship that Captain Wentworth was commanding during the battle of St 
Domingo as he is “sent off to the West Indies” in it. Austen portrays Captain 
Wentworth as a gallant hero sailing the seas in a ship that is “[h]ardly fit for service”. 
She takes a stand against the Admiralty, by portraying them as a group of people 
who, on purpose, send out young men to their demise. This is noteworthy, as Austen 
does not generally criticize anything that is connected with the navy. As if seafaring 
                                                 
13 The name of Captain Wentworth’s ship, the Laconia, is not without meaning. For a full discussion 
on the possible background of the name, see Harris, 2007, page 137 
14 A ship being “broken up” meant taking it apart and using the remaining pieces for either building a 
new ship or using the timber for something else. (OED, 2016; Southam, 2003 as quoted in Harris, 
2007) 
15 The older the ship, the better the timber, as the war caused a shortage in good timber. (Southam, 
2003 as quoted in Harris, 2007) 
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in the 19
th
-century was not dangerous enough itself, Austen here hints at the saving 
of expenditures at the cost of human lives. Even though Admiral Croft opposes 
Captain Wentworth’s comment and suggests his stories to be colored in order to 
impress the Miss Musgroves, the atmosphere of the conversation still remains critical 
towards the Admiralty and Wentworth’s observation stands. Admiral Croft also 
points out that Captain Wentworth’s rank was such that he was very fortunate to be 
able to command a ship at such a young age. This is reminiscent of Austen’s own 
brothers whose initial promotion paths were rather speedy (O’Byrne, 1849) but 
lagged behind during the time that Austen was writing Persuasion. 
The topic of dangerous seafaring and Britain’s war against France 
continues as Captain Wentworth gives a very detailed account of his adventurous 
journey.  
“But, Captain Wentworth,” cried Louisa, “how vexed you must have been when you 
came to the Asp, to see what an old thing they had given you.”  
“I knew pretty well what she was before that day;” said he, smiling. “[…] Ah! she 
was a dear old Asp to me. […]. I knew that we should either go to the bottom 
together, or that she would be the making of me; […]; and after taking privateers 
enough to be very entertaining, I had the good luck in my passage home the next 
autumn, to fall in with the very French frigate I wanted. I brought her into Plymouth; 
[…]. We had not been six hours in the Sound, when a gale came on, which lasted 
four days and nights, and which would have done for poor old Asp in half the time; 
our touch with the Great Nation not having much improved our condition. Four-and-
twenty hours later, and I should only have been a gallant Captain Wentworth, in a 
small paragraph at one corner of the newspapers; […].” Anne’s shudderings [sic] 
were to herself alone; but the Miss Musgroves could be as open as they were sincere, 
in their exclamations of pity and horror.  
(P, 49-50, my italics) 
Although Captain Wentworth agrees that the ship that he has been given is truly “an 
old thing” (P, 49), he manages to turn the story into an exciting tale of a sea-journey 
filled with dangers and battles. This excerpt is very similar to the one from Mansfield 
Park, where William recites the details of his journey for the Bertrams (MP, 617-
618). Although William is not the narrator in that instance, the reaction of his 
listeners, Mrs. Norris and Lady Bertram are similar to the reaction of the Miss 
Musgroves in Persuasion. In Mansfield Park, it is evident that neither of the aunts 
have any knowledge of seafaring and in Persuasion Austen writes that “[t]here was a 
very general ignorance of all naval matters throughout the party” (P, 48) which lends 
a comic air to the “exclamations of pity and horror” from the Miss Musgroves.  
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Austen’s language implies that she wants to portray Captain Wentworth 
as a brave hero who manages to fight his way to fortune without the help of others. 
Harris (2007) suggests that the language represents an almost Nelson-like portrayal 
of Captain Musgrove although Austen had “denied reading any lives of Nelson” 
(Harris, 2007:91). It is also possible that Austen, on account of her brothers, was 
very aware of naval vocabulary and was able to use it with considerable ease in her 
texts. Whichever approach one takes, it is evident that Austen has Captain 
Wentworth using expressions such as “taking privateers enough to be […] 
entertaining”, “to fall in with the very French frigate I wanted” and “our touch with 
the Great Nation not having much improved our condition”, language that implies 
true naval jargon. The Oxford English Dictionary (2016) defines a privateer as “[a]n 
armed vessel owned and crewed by private individuals, and holding a government 
commission known as a letter of marque […] authorizing the capture of merchant 
shipping belonging to an enemy nation”. This means that Captain Wentworth made 
his fortune by capturing enemy vessels and obtaining prize money instead of earning 
a salary (Harris, 2007:93). After this he “fall[s] in with” the French frigate,16 Laconia, 
and manages to take over and bring the frigate “into Plymouth”. It is no coincidence 
that Captain Wentworth wanted to capture a frigate. Frigates were highly coveted 
ships and enabled their commanders to become wealthy. As William Falconer 
clarifies in his Universal Dictionary of the Marine (1780), frigates  
may be destined to lead the convoys of merchant-ships, to protect the commerce in 
the colonies, to cruize [sic] in different stations, to accompany squadrons, or be sent 
express with necessary intelligence and orders. […] The frigates, […], are extremely 
proper for cruizing [sic] against privateers, or for short expeditions, being light, long, 
and usually excellent sailers. (Falconer, 1780: 1046)  
As Captain Wentworth explains, the ‘falling-in’ with the frigate did not come 
without cost, as he says that their “touch with the Great Nation [had not] much 
improved [their] condition” (P, 50). With the Asp materially damaged, Wentworth 
takes the Laconia out to sea. He makes a “handsome fortune” (P, 22) of “less than 
twenty thousand pounds” (P, 57) while commanding the Laconia, a sum that is equal 
to over £1.25 million today (Harris, 2007:94). He goes on to explain to the Miss 
Musgroves,  
                                                 
16 “A war-vessel. In the Royal Navy, formerly a vessel of the class next in size and equipment to ships 
of the line, carrying from 28 to 60 guns on the main deck and a raised quarter-deck and forecastle. As 
subsequently used, the term no longer denoted a distinct class of vessels, being often applied to ships 
of much larger size than those that were so designated early in the nineteenth century.” (OED, 2016) 
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“Ah! those were pleasant days when I had the Laconia! How fast I made money in 
her. A friend of mine and I had such a lovely cruise together off the Western 
Islands.”  
(P, 50, Austen’s italics) 
As Harris (2007) explains, the source of this grand fortune was from his “lovely 
cruise […] off the Western Islands” or today’s Azores (Harris, 2007:94). The “lovely 
cruise” involved the capturing and plundering of enemy ships after which the loot 
was divided amongst the crew. Considering the nature of Captain Wentworth’s 
adventures, it is notable that Austen provides no criticism of his actions. In fact, 
throughout this recital, Austen does not at any point portray Captain Wentworth in a 
negative light, nor does she question his methods. Throughout the novel, he is 
depicted as a gallant hero who rightfully battles against “the Great Nation” (P,50) or 
France, plundering ships and taking over colonies belonging to France, and 
essentially killing many lives in the process. The impetus behind these actions seems 
to solely be the possibility of making a decent living that allows Captain Wentworth 
to rise through the ranks, a predicament that almost justifies everything that might 
otherwise be called into question. A good income, or the want of it, is a theme that 
takes on added meaning when Captains Harville and Benwick are introduced. 
 
2.4 Forgotten heroes – Captains Harville and Benwick  
The introduction of Captains Harville and Benwick is vital for Persuasion as their 
background sheds light not only on the time trajectory that Austen is highlighting 
throughout the novel, but also on the inevitable post-war retrenchment and 
economizing that took place after the Great War. Persuasion covers the years 
ranging from about 1804 to the beginning of 1815. However, it is important to note 
that the events and discussions portrayed throughout the novel all take place in the 
summer and early autumn of 1814. Napoleon has just been exiled to Elba and, 
unbeknownst to the characters in the novel, is planning to resume the war in March 
1815 (James, 1994; Barchas, 2012). Hence, as Mr. Shepherd observes to Sir Walter, 
that “[t]his peace will be turning all our rich naval officers ashore” (P, 13), he is in 
fact referring to the intermittent peace between the summer of 1814 and March 1815. 
Of course, Austen herself knew this as she was writing the novel after Napoleon’s 
defeat at Waterloo (Morgan, 1996). Harris (2007) suggests that Austen’s choice of 
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placing the events of the novel in this particular time period had to do with her 
concern for the unavoidable demobilization that took place after Waterloo.  
 
2.4.1 Captain Harville- retrenchment and demobilization 
 
While Captain Wentworth depicts the flourishing war-hero, Captain Harville 
represents the flip-side of the coin. Undoubtedly, Austen wanted to draw attention to 
the men who had valiantly served the country during the war and were now returning 
to their homeland. But not all of them had fared as well as Admiral Croft or Captain 
Wentworth. In fact, very early on, Captain Wentworth gives a hint as to Captain 
Harville’s economic situation when he explains the luck he had with obtaining prize 
money while commanding the Laconia. Captain Harville was with him the first time 
when he sailed in the North Atlantic Ocean in hopes of obtaining precious cargo.   
“Poor Harville, sister! You know how much he wanted money: worse than myself. He 
had a wife. Excellent fellow. I shall never forget his happiness. He felt it all, so 
much for her sake. I wished for him again the next summer, when I had still the same 
luck in the Mediterranean.”  
(P, 51, my italics) 
 
Austen describes how Captain Harville, like Captain Wentworth, benefited from the 
goods that they managed to get their hands on during one of these “quasi-piratical” 
(Harris, 2007:94) adventures. Austen’s view is undoubtedly biased because the 
victims of this ‘piracy’ were the French or their allies. However, it is noteworthy that 
no critique is directed at this activity, nor does Austen dwell on its legality. Instead, 
she seems to justify its necessity by mentioning Captain Harville’s economic 
situation.  
The discussion surrounding Captain Harville’s economic situation in 
Persuasion provides further proof of Austen’s awareness of the retrenchment that 
took place after the end of the Napoleonic war. It also shows that Austen was not 
pleased with the fact that navy heroes who had not been fortunate enough to acquire 
prize money were so easily forgotten at the end of the Great War. When Captain 
Wentworth is talking about the Laconia with the Miss Musgroves he brings up its 
“present non-commissioned class” (P, 50), which refers to it being “officially out of 
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service, and [being] looked after by a skeleton crew” (Harris, 2007: 94). Later on, 
Captain Harville is introduced as Captain Wentworth’s friend who “had never been 
in good health since a severe wound which he received two years before” (P, 72). We 
learn that Captain Harville has taken up lodgings in Lyme “for half a year; his taste, 
and his health, and his fortune, all directing him to a residence inexpensive” (P, 74). 
This is in line with the historical aspects surrounding the summer of 1814. The 
retrenchment of the navy had already begun because, as opposed to the army, it was 
far more expensive to keep ships afloat and manned (Barchas, 2012:218). As 
Barchas explains:  
[b]ecause so-called man-of-war vessels were fitted with seventy to one hundred guns, 
each floating platform held firepower greater than an entire army might maneuver on 
land. In peacetime, these expensive ships were quickly decommissioned, crews 
beached at half pay, and guns and rigging sold.  
(Barchas, 2012: 218) 
Even though Captain Harville has some economic support from Captain Benwick, 
who received prize money on account of his lieutenancy and was later promoted to 
captain (P, 74), it is clear that Captain Harville is in dire need of money. He is 
described as living “in a small house, near the foot of an old pier of unknown date” 
(P, 73) and his injury that renders him “a little lame” (P, 74) paints a picture of a 
forgotten war-hero who rallies on despite being in the winter of his career. As a large 
party of friends gathers at his place, the narrator observes that the Harvilles are living 
in “rooms so small as none but those who invite from the heart could think capable 
of accommodating so many” (P, 75), further highlighting the cramped conditions that 
they are forced to live in.  
On account of what her brothers were facing, Austen had every reason 
to draw attention to how the navy heroes were being treated, both during the 
intermittent peace of 1814 and after the war. As Barchas (2012) mentions, Austen’s 
brothers were toiling under similar burdens like Captain Harville. As the British navy 
was more costly to run than the army, the Austen family faced the fear of being “on 
perpetual half pay” (Barchas, 2012: 219). Because of this fear, it is hardly surprising 
that Austen portrays the character of Louisa Musgrove as   
burst[ing] forth into raptures of admiration and delight on the character of the navy; 
their friendliness, their brotherliness, their openness, their uprightness; protesting 
that she was convinced of sailors having more worth and warmth than any other set 
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of men in England; that they only knew how to live, and they only deserved to be 
respected and loved. 
(P, 75) 
Even though Barchas (2012) postulates that these “raptures of admiration” are 
presented by a character who is also otherwise very passionate, this description 
leaves the reader in no doubt of Austen’s preference. As opposed to the portrayal of a 
character like Fanny Price in Mansfield Park, a meek, doting sister, Austen does not 
assign Louisa Musgrove the same type of traits. Louisa’s character is headstrong and 
vacillating, but her delightful recognition stems from a stronger nature than is evident 
in Fanny Price, making her praise more forceful. Although Anne Elliot, who listens 
to these effusions, is amused by Louisa’s outburst, the languid and reticent elements 
that are present in Fanny Price’s adoration of William are more strongly portrayed in 
Louisa’s praise. This shift could be attributed to Austen’s wish to remind the public 
of “sailors having more worth” than the army. 
Adding to this, Austen’s impeccable skill as an author is further 
supported by the accurate description of Captain Harville’s lodgings in Lyme Regis, 
where he is staying. John Feltham observes in his book A guide to all the watering 
and sea-bathing places; with a description of the lakes; a sketch of a tour in Wales; 
and itineraries (1813), that  
[l]odgings and boarding at Lyme are not merely reasonable, they are even cheap; the 
dissipations for the healthy and the suitable accommodations for the sick, are within 
reach of ordinary resources. It is frequented principally by persons in the middle 
class of life, who go there, not always in search of their lost health, but as frequently 
perhaps to heal their wounded fortunes, or to replenish their exhausted revenues.  
(Feltham, 1813: 284) 
Taking this description into account, it is reasonable to conclude that Austen, who 
had visited Lyme in 1804 (Jane Austen’s letters, 2012: 98), placed Captain Harville 
in Lyme so as to draw attention to the waning resources of the navy. There is nothing 
gallant or heroic in seeing a man, lamed by the war, secluded in a place where “[t]he 
rooms [are] shut up, the lodgers almost all gone, scarcely any family but of the 
residents left” (P, 72-73), trying to make ends meet. On top of this, he is in the 
constant company of Captain Benwick, a depressed man whose fiancée has died. The 
fact that the deceased fiancée was Captain Harville’s sister further complicates the 
matter and Captain Harville, although not in any way bound by honor, feels that he 
has to take care of Captain Benwick. Therefore, Captain Harville’s life presents a 
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more realistic view of what it was like for a man to return from war and not be 
greeted a hero. Instead, he came back only to find that the services that he had 
rendered his country had become obsolete in peacetime. Adding to this, he was 
spending all his spare time with a fellow soldier whose loyalty he had counted on, 
only to be proven otherwise. Benwick, although apparently an excellent man, did not 
quite live up to Captain Harville’s expectations. 
2.4.2 Captain Benwick – a fickle Captain, a fickle country 
Captain Benwick’s character may at first seem superfluous, but on closer inspection 
his personality plays an important role in defining the overarching theme of 
constancy, loyalty and patriotism in Persuasion. His character differs from the other 
characters in Persuasion because he is dealing with a personal tragedy and attempts 
to bury his sorrow by delving excessively into poetry. Because Captain Benwick’s 
character does not occupy a central position in Persuasion, critics do not pay much 
attention to the part he plays in the novel. Susan Morgan (1996) focuses on Captain 
Wentworth’s portrayal in the novel and analyzes what his character represents when 
it comes to the ‘bigger picture’ that Austen was perhaps trying to paint when writing 
Persuasion. White (2006), Harris (2007) and Barchas (2012) mention him only in 
passing and do not assign much value to his personality or his behavior. Monica 
Cohen (1996) in turn, discusses the differences between Captain Benwick and Anne 
Elliot as far as constancy in love is concerned. 
However, I would suggest that there is more to Captain Benwick’s 
character and disposition than meets the eye. He is portrayed as a man who easily 
forgets his first love, a person that he has promised to spend the rest of his life with, 
for better, for worse. His fickleness and apparent disloyalty to his former fiancée is 
often condemned by the most admirable, trustworthy and essential characters in 
Persuasion, namely Captains Wentworth and Harville. Even though he is not painted 
as a flawed character like Sir Thomas is in Mansfield Park, his character turns out to 
be decidedly unpleasant towards the end of the novel. Initially, Captain Wentworth, 
among others, praises him as the best of men. 
[T]he account which Captain Wentworth had given of him, on his return from Lyme 
before, his warm praise of him as an excellent young man and an officer, whom he 
had always valued highly, […] must have stamped him well in the esteem of every 
listener […].  
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(P, 73) 
Although Captain Benwick is appreciated by everyone, his personality traits and 
behavior cause his character to become irksome for not only Captains Wentworth 
and Harville, but also Admiral Croft.  
Throughout the novel, Austen draws attention to the navy, praises the 
navy and reminds the reader of the valor of English mariners. However, through 
Captain Benwick’s character, we are introduced to another type of personality trait, 
namely uncharacteristic disloyalty, which is not present among the other characters.  
Granted, Admiral Croft’s censure of Captain Benwick is very mild. He merely finds 
his personality “rather too piano” (P, 134) for him because of his love of poetry.  
Nevertheless, Captain Wentworth professes his opinions much more strongly when 
he learns that Captain Benwick has, so soon after losing his fiancée, transferred his 
affections to Louisa Musgrove. 
“ […] A man like him, in his situation! with a heart pierced, wounded, almost 
broken! Fanny Harville was a very superior creature, and his attachment to her was 
indeed attachment. A man does not recover from such a devotion of the heart to such 
a woman. He ought not; he does not.”  
(P, 143, my italics) 
Although Captain Wentworth is indirectly referring to his own superior constancy in 
love, this outburst can also be read as fitting the overall theme of constancy, loyalty 
and love for country that is evident in Persuasion. After all, one should not forget 
that the events in the novel are set in the intermittent peace that existed in England 
before Waterloo in 1815. The novel itself was written after Waterloo, meaning that 
Austen was aware of the outcome of the Great War against France. Hence, it is clear 
that she wanted to draw attention to what might have been the situation in England 
had the final battle taken place at sea and not on land. This is also the first instance in 
which Benwick’s character and personality differs from the other mariners presented 
in Persuasion. Much in the same way that Captain Benwick forgot his first love, 
England soon forgot the men who had loyally defended the Empire on the sea. 
Because Waterloo was fought on land, all financial support was transferred to the 
army and the navy was left to fend for itself (James, 1994).  
Captain Wentworth feels that Captain Benwick should not have given 
up on his first love as easily as he did. As Fanny Harville died just before Captain 
Benwick returned to England, the mourning period of some six months has, in 
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Captain Wentworth’s mind, been too short. He is joined in his opinion by Captain 
Harville who also feels that Benwick is too fickle because he is able to so easily 
forget his dead fiancée. Captain Harville is given the commission to frame a 
“miniature painting” (P, 182) of Captain Benwick, and it is this commission that 
gives rise to his conversation with Anne Elliot. They discuss how both had been 
“grieving for him” (P, 182) and his mournful situation. After this Captain Harville 
says to Anne Elliot: “I little thought then – but no matter” (P, 182) and leaves the 
sentence unfinished. It is clear from the context that he meant to convey his surprise 
at Benwick’s ease in transferring his affections over to another woman. After all, the 
original painting was commissioned “in compliance with a promise” (P, 182) to 
Fanny Harville.  
This conversation clearly seconds Captain Wentworth’s somewhat 
negative opinion of Benwick stated earlier. Captain Harville observes to Anne Elliot 
“with a quivering lip” […] – “Poor Fanny! she would not have forgotten him so 
soon!” (P, 182) referring to his sister’s constancy to Captain Benwick, a constancy 
that he would have rather expected to see manifested by Benwick. Captain Harville 
feels that valiant English mariners should not manifest feminine, vacillating qualities 
like that of Benwick. To this Anne Elliot replies that women are inherently more 
constant and loyal in their love as they have nothing to do during the day but think 
about their loved ones (P, 182). She then concludes that men, like Benwick, “[…] are 
forced on exertion” (P, 182) and that they “have always a profession, pursuits, 
business of some sort or other, to take [them] back into the world immediately, and 
continual occupation and change soon weaken impressions.” (P, 182) 
What Anne Elliot claims is that soldiers or men in general, because of 
their active service for the country, do not have time to think about love or loyalty for 
a spouse as they are fully occupied in doing something else worth their while. Anne 
Elliot seems to be justifying some of Benwick’s fickleness. This is the second 
instance in which Benwick’s character is separated from the profession that he 
belongs to. It almost seems as if Austen is trying to show that some members of the 
navy may portray less-than-heroic traits after the fear of battle has subsided. The 
domestic, every-day problems become more prominent and the national, larger issues 
fade away. However, Captain Harville does not agree with this generalization and 
points out that these traits do not belong with a man who has seen active service. He 
then goes on to point out the faults in Benwick’s character and highlights his 
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disloyalty. He observes that being forced to exert oneself in any way has nothing to 
do with Benwick. 
Granting your assertion that the world does all this so soon for men (which, however, 
I do not think I shall grant), it does not apply to Benwick. He has not been forced 
upon any exertion. The peace turned him on shore at the very moment, and he has 
been living with us, in our little family circle, ever since.  
(P, 182-183, my italics) 
Captain Harville makes it clear that Benwick’s behavior should not be excused. He 
wants to portray Benwick as a decidedly unmanly character who should know better 
than to attach himself to another woman so soon. Anne Elliot then re-iterates her 
stand more clearly and concludes that “[i]f the change be not from outward 
circumstances, it must be from within; it must be nature, man’s nature, which has 
done the business for Captain Benwick” (P, 183). Instead of agreeing with Captain 
Harville’s opinion that Benwick’s love was never tested because he was not aware of 
her death until after the war ended, Anne once more generalizes fickleness to be 
“man’s nature” (P, 183). This is a rather strong assertion and Captain Harville retorts 
in kind. 
“No, no, it is not man’s nature. I will not allow it to be more man’s nature than 
woman’s to be inconstant and forget those they do love, or have loved. I believe the 
reverse. I believe in a true analogy between our bodily frames and our mental; and 
that as our bodies are the strongest, so are our feelings; capable of bearing most 
rough usage, and riding out the heaviest weather.”  
(P, 183, my italics) 
Here Captain Harville not only likens a man’s body to a ship that is able to “rid[e] 
out the heaviest weather” (P, 183) but he also shows that he expects more from men 
when loyalty and constancy are concerned. He asserts that if Benwick had truly 
exerted himself, he would have seen how inappropriate his actions were and he 
would have given up the plan to marry Louisa Musgrove or at least waited a while 
longer before marrying her.  
If there was any doubt before as to what the main theme of Persuasion 
is, this excerpt demonstrates that the theme of forgotten love can be seen as 
analogous to the theme of forgotten service for the country. Captain Benwick’s 
fickleness can be projected against the larger backdrop of the novel and against the 
values of loyalty and patriotism that played a large part in post-Napoleonic England. 
The exchange does not end there but culminates in a pivotal remark made by Anne 
Elliot. 
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“Your feelings may be the strongest,” […], “but the same spirit of analogy will 
authorise me to assert that ours are the most tender. Man is more robust than woman, 
but he is not longer lived; […]. […]. You have difficulties, and privations, and 
dangers enough to struggle with. You are always labouring and toiling, exposed to 
every risk and hardship. Your home, country, friends, all quitted. Neither time, nor 
health, nor life, to be called your own. It would be hard, indeed” (with a faltering 
voice), “if woman's feelings were to be added to all this.”  
(P, 183, my italics) 
Captain Harville and Anne Elliot do not agree upon the matter but it is clear from the 
conversation that Anne Elliot believes that Captain Benwick is, to some extent, 
justified in his actions. What she means to say is that Captain Benwick’s behavior, 
together with the behavior of others “belonging to that profession” (P, 199) may be 
excused on the basis of the “difficulties, […] privations, and dangers” that they 
“struggle with” (P, 183). Hence, even if Captain Benwick’s character leaves a lot to 
hope for, his story is used both as an analogy to highlight forgotten service as well as 
a means to justify man’s fickleness when faced with difficult circumstances.  
The exchange between Captain Harville and Anne Elliot remains 
unresolved, with both characters agreeing to disagree. It is not possible to tell which 
side Austen herself would have chosen. However, based on the final remarks made 
by the characters, Austen does not seem to allow women to be overly branded as 
fickle. Captain Harville makes a last attempt at pointing out Benwick’s feminine 
traits by saying to Anne Elliot:  
“[…] I do not think I ever opened a book in my life which had not something to say 
upon woman's inconstancy. Songs and proverbs, all talk of woman's fickleness. But 
perhaps you will say, these were all written by men.” 
“Perhaps I shall. Yes, yes, if you please, no reference to examples in books. Men 
have had every advantage of us in telling their own story. Education has been theirs 
in so much higher a degree; the pen has been in their hands. I will not allow books to 
prove anything.”  
(P, 183-184) 
Perhaps by adding the above verdict, Austen wanted to indicate that neither men nor 
women should be branded solely based on their actions in one situation. Nevertheless, 
it seems as if Benwick’s character serves the purpose of pointing out a personality 
flaw rather than a flaw in his profession. Austen seems to comprehensively condemn 
vacillating behavior, whether it originates from a man or a woman. Inconstancy, 
fickleness and lack of exertion are themes that are repeatedly juxtaposed with valor, 
heroism and constancy. Hence, Benwick’s character presents a critique, not of the 
navy but of the inconstancy of his affections. When combining this with the 
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overarching theme of Persuasion it could be surmised that Austen also wanted to 
draw attention to larger issues of the country’s and the government’s shift of loyalty 
from the navy to the army.  
2.5 Final comments- celebrating “domestic virtues” 
A discussion of Persuasion would be incomplete without mentioning the final words 
of the novel. Unlike Austen’s other novels, Persuasion ends on a somewhat somber 
note. After publishing Pride and Prejudice, Austen wrote to her sister Cassandra that 
she wanted to compose something that “want[ed] shade” or something that included 
“an Essay on […] the history of Buonaparté [sic]” (Jane Austen’s letter to Cassandra, 
Thursday 4 February 1813, Le Faye, 2011:211-212). When considering the historical 
events Persuasion refers to, both Southam (2005) and Harris (2007) point out that 
the novel calls attention to fragments of the history of Napoleon Bonaparte.  
Nevertheless, the themes brought forth in the last words of the novel 
also bear a resemblance to both the overall theme of the uncertain peace that existed 
during the summer of 1814 and to the honorability of the navy. At this point in the 
novel, Anne Elliot has already been united with Captain Wentworth and Mr. Elliot, 
“heir presumptive” (P, 3) of Kellynch Hall, has been revealed to be a dishonest 
impostor. Instead of painting a scene of unending bliss and happiness, Austen draws 
attention to the war that is looming in the future. 
Anne was tenderness itself, and she had the full worth of it in Captain Wentworth’s 
affection. His profession was all that could ever make her friends wish that 
tenderness less, the dread of a future war all that could dim her sunshine. She 
gloried in being a sailor’s wife, but she must pay the tax of quick alarm for 
belonging to that profession which is, if possible, more distinguished in its domestic 
virtues than in its national importance.  
(P, 198-199, my italics) 
All that can “dim [Anne Elliot’s] sunshine” is “the dread of a future war” (P, 198-
199). The war that Austen is here referring to is the war that broke out in March 1815 
and culminated in the defeat of Napoleon at Waterloo in June 1815 (James, 1994: 
159-160). This means that Anne Elliot’s happiness would once more be marred by 
the fear of losing Captain Wentworth. The conclusion to Persuasion is unlike that of 
Austen’s other works and it points towards her wish to bear in mind the valiant 
efforts of the navy. It is as if she wants to underscore that in the summer of 1814, no 
one could have known what the outcome of the war would be for England.  
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Furthermore, perhaps one of the most debated passages in Persuasion 
can be found at the very end of the novel where Anne Elliot “must pay the tax of 
quick alarm for belonging to that profession which is, if possible, more distinguished 
in its domestic virtues than in its national importance” (P, 199). Its ambiguity has 
been widely discussed (e.g. Southam, 2005; White, 2006; Harris, 2007). Southam 
sees “playful irony” (2005:303) in the last lines of the novel, whereas White (2006) 
disagrees with Southam’s view and draws attention to the phrase “if possible” (P, 
199) and examines the implication of those words at length (White, 2006: 82-87). 
White (2006) also points out that: 
[a] possible interpretation […] is that the Royal Navy’s work is lauded more highly 
at the domestic level than at the national level. Its domestic virtues might then be 
contrasted with its national importance seen when protecting the nation at war.  
(White, 2006:82) 
However, considering my argument that Austen, through Persuasion, wanted to 
remind the public of the importance of the navy in a time when the navy had been 
cast aside, this interpretation is problematic. The question that remains is: “lauded 
more highly at the domestic level” (White, 2006:82) – by whom? Finally, Harris 
posits that “domestic virtues” refers to the fervent “cult of naval heroism” (Harris, 
2007:91) present, throughout the novel, in the character of Captain Wentworth.  
In light of the themes I have covered in this chapter, there are at least 
two ways that one could interpret the last lines of the novel. Considering Anne 
Elliot’s exchange with Captain Harville, as to Captain Benwick’s inconstancy, the 
expression at the end of the novel may refer to a comparison between the sexes. The 
“domestic virtues” of love and patience found in navy wives may be compared to the 
“national importance” of the navy, highlighting the sacrifices of both parties. 
Furthermore, by looking back at what was said before the closing lines, “domestic 
virtues” may also draw attention to the difference between Mr. Elliot and Captain 
Wentworth. Mr. Elliot may have had a possibility to rise through the ranks in society 
had his scheme against Sir Walter Elliot succeeded. However, his deceptive character 
is revealed and he is unable to “pin his happiness upon the consequence he is heir to” 
(P, 161) had he married Anne Elliot, namely “a baronetcy” (P, 161). Instead, Captain 
Wentworth who “belongs to that profession [the Navy]” (P, 199) that “bring[s] 
persons of obscure birth into undue distinction” (P, 15), is included “in the 
Baronetage by right” (Harris, 2007:107) through his marriage to Anne Elliot. This 
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interpretation may indicate that Austen wanted to show that high rank in society did 
not always equal a good character. Captain Wentworth is appreciated because of his 
heroism and valor, not because of his social standing. Nevertheless, whichever 
interpretation one favors, the last lines of Persuasion match the uncertainty and the 
sense of false security present in the novel. Instead of attesting to a bright future, 
Austen chooses to leave the reader with a sobering reminder of an England living in 
“dread of a future war” (P, 198). 
 
2.6 Conclusion to Persuasion 
It could be said that Persuasion dwells on what Mansfield Park omitted. Specific 
dates, details of travels and the lives and adventures of English mariners are given a 
more central position. Not only does Austen draw attention to real historical events 
but she also provides her readers with social commentary regarding a class society 
that favors rank acquired by birth instead of through active service in the navy. In 
this chapter I have discussed how themes of heroism, patriotism and forgotten heroes 
are pervasive in Persuasion.  
During a time when the navy was largely forgotten because victory at 
the end of the Napoleonic Wars had been gained by the army, Austen chose to write 
a novel praising the valor of the Royal Navy. Her ardent love for her brothers and her 
deep respect for the toilsome profession itself can be felt throughout the pages of 
Persuasion. Austen chose to chronicle her brothers’ careers in a fictive story, 
painting a picture of a navy career that her brothers had yet to attain. Through 
Captain Wentworth and Admiral Croft, we catch a glimpse of what she hoped would 
later be the trajectory of her brothers’ careers, a career she did not live to witness. 
However, instead of focusing solely on positive examples, she included a much more 
realistic depiction of a navy hero returning from the war, maimed and without 
prospects of living in luxury.  
Captain Harville provides a more authentic depiction of a mariner who 
was not able to acquire great wealth during his naval career. Consequently, Captain 
Harville’s qualities originate from something else than rank. Respect for him arises 
from the knowledge of his comradery towards Captain Wentworth. Because of these 
qualities, his disposition is enhanced when contrasted to the fickleness of Captain 
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Benwick. Although Captain Benwick also belongs to the navy and has served 
alongside Captains Wentworth and Harville, his feminine inconstancy damages his 
reputation. Additionally, Benwick’s fickleness in easily transferring his affections 
from Fanny Harville to Louisa Musgrove can be seen as analogous to the way in 
which the British public shifted their attention from the navy to the army at the end 
of the Great War. This point is further highlighted at the end of the novel where 
Austen, instead of portraying a future full of hopeful prospects, leaves the hero and 
heroine in a state of uncertainty.  
Conclusion 
While social commentary is not the main purpose of Austen’s novels, all of her 
works address social issues, politics and history on some level. In this thesis I have 
considered two of Austen’s novels, Mansfield Park and Persuasion, novels that she 
composed at a later stage in her life which, to some extent, has influenced their 
content. These two novels are strongly connected to biographical details of Austen’s 
life and at times it seems as if the novels have become merged with biographical data. 
My guiding questions in this thesis are whether Mansfield Park can be considered a 
postcolonial novel and whether Austen takes a candid stand against slavery in the 
novel? Can Persuasion be seen as a novel reflecting Austen’s brothers’ careers? 
Additionally, does Austen deliberately refer to specific dates, names, locations and 
events or are the references unplanned? In short, do the novels themselves warrant 
the readings they are commonly associated with? 
The three main findings of this thesis are:  
- Mansfield Park subtly foregrounds the theme of slavery by indirectly 
referring to people and locations associated with the slave trade  
- Persuasion refers both directly and indirectly to historical, political and social 
phenomena associated with England during and after the Napoleonic Wars 
- Because of her regular correspondence with her brothers and her zealous 
readership, Austen was very aware of the world beyond the village gates 
Even though Mansfield Park does not refer to actual dates and historical events in the 
same way that Persuasion does, it is evident from both the characters and the 
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spatiotemporal framework within which the novel moves that Austen meant to draw 
attention to slavery.  
Edward Said (1994) was the first to draw attention to the contrapuntal 
reading of Mansfield Park. Because Austen mentions slavery in the novel without 
explicitly condemning it, Said (1994) postulated that she automatically also 
condoned it and the people associated with it. However, by a careful consideration of 
the novel itself, I have shown that Austen in fact created an analogous relationship 
between Sir Thomas’s plantation in Antigua and his estate at Mansfield Park. By 
referring to Sir Thomas’s plantation right at the outset of the novel, Austen clearly 
establishes a connection between Sir Thomas’s role as a landlord at his Mansfield 
estate as well as his role as a benevolent slave master at his plantation in Antigua.  
Subsequently, by portraying Mrs. Norris’s character as that of a 
substitute overseer who takes delight in usurping the master’s throne during his 
absence, Austen is able to allude to developments that may have taken place in 
Antigua before Sir Thomas’s arrival. Although Sir Thomas’s travels and business in 
Antigua are not documented in Mansfield Park, the character of William Price 
provides insight into what may have occurred during Sir Thomas’s travels. Because 
William is serving in the Royal Navy, his character also indirectly refers to the 
abolition of the slave trade, as this was one of the main tasks that belonged to the 
navy after 1807. It is true that Mansfield Park contains only one direct reference to 
slavery in the form of a discussion between Fanny Price and Edmund Bertram. 
Nevertheless, as I have shown in this thesis, both the events in the novel and the 
characters themselves call for a postcolonial approach. One can safely assert that 
Austen was aware of the popular opinions surrounding the issue of the slave trade 
and Mansfield Park mirrors that awareness. However, she did not set out to write a 
tirade concerning the subject. Instead, she chose to indirectly highlight a 
contemporary issue by using both allusion and irony.  
While Mansfield Park provides indirect references to slavery and 
colonialism through fictional characters and events, the posthumously published 
Persuasion demonstrates a different approach to social commentary. Throughout the 
novel it is evident that Austen had extensive knowledge of navy life and was deeply 
concerned for the welfare of her brothers who served the Royal Navy. As I discuss in 
connection with Mansfield Park, Austen seemed to be unable to portray the navy 
through her customary ironic lens. This lack of irony, as far as the naval characters 
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are concerned, is also evident in Persuasion. Furthermore, instead of vague 
references to places, or the complete exclusion of place names, as is sometimes 
evident in Mansfield Park,
17
 Austen refers to real places, names and historical events 
in Persuasion.  
Austen mentions that Captain Wentworth returns to England after the 
Battle of St Domingo, but unlike Austen’s brother Francis, Wentworth has not been 
able to make enough money to marry Anne Elliot. In turn, Admiral Croft’s travels 
also coincide with Francis Austen’s travels, as the Admiral is sent to the East Indies 
after the Battle of Trafalgar that Francis Austen missed. The real-life references do 
not end here. The names of the characters in the novel also bear witness to Austen’s 
familiarity with class society in 19
th
 - century England (Barchas, 2012). By naming 
her naval characters after some of the members of the aristocracy and subsequently 
naming the aristocrats after renowned members of the British Royal Navy, Austen 
managed to create an ironic comparison between rank earned by birthright and rank 
acquired through active service for England. Both Austen herself and her readers 
would have been aware of what the names, like Wentworth and Elliot entailed 
(Barchas, 2012). Hence, by including this subtle piece of wit, Austen may have 
wanted to draw attention to the discrepancy in society that existed between the 
“landed aristocracy” and the “sailor class” (Barchas, 2012:206). 
Throughout Persuasion, it is evident that Austen views members of the 
sailor class as belonging to the finest “set of men in England” (P, 75). Austen 
portrays Captain Wentworth and Admiral Croft as indisputable heroes while making 
the reader full of compassion towards the more unfortunate Captain Harville. By 
doing this, she manages to draw attention to this band of brothers in arms who have 
given so much of their life for the service of England. Unlike her earlier novels 
where the heroine’s happiness is determined by her marrying into a somewhat higher 
class in society, in Persuasion, Anne Elliot, the daughter of Sir Elliot, marries a man 
without rank, but not entirely without fortune. If not quite a demotion of rank for 
Anne Elliot, this certainly differs from novels like Pride and Prejudice, where 
Elizabeth Bennet marries the nephew of Lady Catherine de Bourgh. The only 
character in Persuasion who one could say is not represented in the most favorable 
light is Captain Benwick. But even in his case, his faults boil down to a personality 
                                                 
17 “Mr. Bertram set off for ———— , and Miss Crawford was […]” (MP, 50) 
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flaw, a flaw that is attributed to belong to his sex in general as opposed to a member 
of the Royal Navy. However, as I argue in my thesis, including a character like 
Captain Benwick is important as his inconstancy towards Fanny Harville mirrors the 
inconstancy of the English government towards the navy, a perspective that has not 
previously been pointed out. His example is also used by Austen as a vehicle to 
introduce a discussion of the differences between the sexes when it comes to 
showing loyalty and love when all hope is lost. 
There is an abundance of topics in Mansfield Park and Persuasion that 
I have not covered in this thesis. The most obvious topic would be Austen’s 
characteristic wit, irony and humor present in both novels, although it is perhaps 
more evident in her earlier novels. In my analysis of Mansfield Park the main focus 
has been on the topics of slavery and colonialism. I did not focus on the character of 
Fanny Price as her position in the Bertram household has been covered by many 
before me (e.g. Perry, 1994; Plasa, 2000; Wiltshire, 2003; White, 2006). However, it 
is possible to analyze the novel from the perspective of gender studies and analyze 
how the position of women in the latter part of the 18
th
 and the beginning of the 19
th
 
century affected the novel. Another topic which I do not introduce in connection with 
Mansfield Park is the system of social hierarchy that had a bearing on the character 
of Fanny Price. Mansfield Park, like Persuasion, is also rife with intertextual 
references to other authors, a topic which has been studied to some degree but would 
undoubtedly benefit from further perusal considering how many works Austen 
herself had read and been influenced by (Harris, 2007; Barchas, 2012).  
In my chapter regarding Persuasion I focus mainly on the navy and politically as 
well as historically significant events of 19
th
 century England. In fact, Persuasion has 
by many been considered to be Austen’s novel covering all things navy (Southam, 
2005; Harris, 2007; Barchas, 2012). However, many domestic (English) and 
international locations are mentioned in the novel, which could provide material for 
further research when compared with the travels of Austen’s brothers. Researching 
the lives of Austen’s other relatives may also prove fruitful and provide information 
pertaining to her life and through that her novels. Unfortunately, many of Austen’s 
personal letters containing valuable biographical details have been lost, which makes 
further research challenging.  
In this thesis I argue that Mansfield Park indirectly refers to themes 
associated with the slave trade, while Persuasion contains both direct and indirect 
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references to social, political and historical issues contemporary to Austen’s 
generation. However, it could also be said that Austen’s other works contain 
references to political and historical issues. In fact, all of her works are remarkably 
multifaceted and contain numerous topics – political and historical issues as well as 
issues like gender and class – worth exploring. One could argue that Jane Austen 
wrote nothing unintentionally. The only regret that exists is that she died long before 
her time and was therefore unable to further contribute to the British literary canon.    
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Appendix 
Excerpt 1  
“Did you go out in the heat?” 
“Go out! to be sure she did,” said Mrs. Norris; […] Even your mother was out […].” 
“Yes, indeed, Edmund,” added her ladyship, […]; “I was out above an hour. I sat three quarters of an 
hour in the flower garden, while Fanny cut the roses, and very pleasant it was I assure you, but very 
hot. It was shady enough in the alcove, but I declare I quite dreaded the coming home again.” 
“Fanny has been cutting roses, has she?” 
“Yes, and I am afraid they will be the last this year. Poor thing! She found it hot enough, but they 
were so full blown that one could not wait.” 
“There was no help for it certainly,” rejoined Mrs. Norris, […]; “but I question whether her headache 
might not be caught then, sister. There is nothing so likely to give it as standing and stooping in a hot 
sun. […]. Suppose you let her have your aromatic vinegar; […].” 
“She has got it,” said Lady Bertram; “she has had it ever since she came back from your house the 
second time.” 
“What!” cried Edmund; “has she been walking as well as cutting roses; walking across the hot park 
to your house, and doing it twice, ma'am?—No wonder her head aches.” […]. 
“I was afraid it would be too much for her,” said Lady Bertram; “but when the roses were gathered, 
your aunt wished to have them, and then you know they must be taken home.” 
“But were there roses enough to oblige her to go twice?” 
“No; but […], Fanny forgot to lock the door of the room […], so she was obliged to go again.” 
Edmund got up […], saying, “And could nobody be employed on such an errand but Fanny?— 
Upon my word, ma'am, it has been a very ill-managed business.” 
“I am sure I do not know how it was to have been done better,” cried Mrs. Norris, […]; “unless I had 
gone myself indeed; but I cannot be in two places at once; and I was talking to Mr. Green at that very 
time about your mother's dairymaid, by her desire, and had promised John Groom to write to Mrs. 
Jefferies about his son, and the poor fellow was waiting for me half an hour. I think nobody can 
justly accuse me of sparing myself upon any occasion, but really I cannot do everything at once. And 
as for Fanny's just stepping down to my house for me, it is not much above a quarter of a mile, I 
cannot think I was unreasonable to ask it. How often do I pace it three times a-day, early and late, ay 
and in all weathers too, and say nothing about it? […] Between ourselves, Edmund,”[…], “it was 
cutting the roses, and dawdling about in the flower-garden, that did the mischief.” 
“I am afraid it was, […] said […] Lady Bertram, […], “I am very much afraid she caught the 
headache there, for the heat was enough to kill anybody. It was as much as I could bear myself. 
Sitting and calling to Pug, and trying to keep him from the flower-beds, was almost too much for 
me.” 
 
(MP, 68-70, my italics) 
Excerpt 2 
-“To be sure, I had much rather she [a ship] had stayed in harbour, that I might have sat a few hours 
with you [Fanny] in comfort; but as there is a boat ashore, I had better go off at once, and there is no 
help for it. Whereabouts does the Thrush lay at Spithead? Near the Canopus? But no matter; […]”  
[…] 
-“Ha! welcome back, my boy. Glad to see you. Have you heard the news? The Thrush went out of 
harbour this morning. Sharp is the word, you see! By G—, you are just in time! The doctor has been 
here inquiring for you: he has got one of the boats, and is to be off for Spithead by six, so you had 
better go with him. […] but you cannot sail with this wind, if you are to cruise to the westward; and 
Captain Walsh thinks you will certainly have a cruise to the westward, with the Elephant. By G—, I 
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wish you may! But old Scholey was saying, just now, that he thought you would be sent first to the 
Texel. Well, well, we are ready, whatever happens. But by G—, you lost a fine sight by not being 
here in the morning to see the Thrush go out of harbour! I would not have been out of the way for a 
thousand pounds. Old Scholey ran in at breakfast-time, to say she had slipped her moorings and was 
coming out, I jumped up, and made but two steps to the platform. If ever there was a perfect beauty 
afloat, she is one; and there she lays at Spithead, and anybody in England would take her for an 
eight-and-twenty. I was upon the platform two hours this afternoon looking at her. She lays close to 
the Endymion, between her and the Cleopatra, just to the eastward of the sheer hulk.”  
 
(MP, 351-352, my italics) 
 
 
